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Editorial:
In the Mahabharata, Sanjay, the charioteer of Dhritrashtra is
entrusted with the duty to record and convey the details of each and
every military operation of the two warring armies on the battlefield of
Kurukshetra, to the blind king*. The maneuvers of warmongering
troops are to be simulcasted which Sanjay does with almost cold and
unpremeditated objectivity. And here follows one of the free verses
I've been writing of late as Subscripts to the Song Divine:
Neutrality wins--- is woeful
though. To see, to report
the seen, the scene
unamulgamated by any me/mine
--an eye sans an I--- is
zeroing down of oneself.
To be someone's retina
without being a redox exchanger
demands a yogic detachment.

2017

A satellite has no emotions and
an antenna is iron or copper or fiber---cold and candid
but not callous.
A commentator is a covert player.
He plays not yet to the blind anxiety
his words are embalming.
The two armies facing each other
ready to clash and fight on
the battlefield have dissolved into his eyes.
And in between the watcher and
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the watched is blind ignorance all buffered.
The cross-seal cannot afford to cross over
the buffer zone.
The seal unseals the inevitable
and the impending.
Poets and creative writers are in some sense all Sanjays reporting the
'what's up and on' to the one and all who have eyes but cannot see
blinded by the self -woven veils of ego and ignorance. Creativity is the
next door neighbor to knowledge and wisdom. To be creative is to be
wise. To be wise is to have convictions. Convictions emerge from belief
and self- believing. We are all Tiresiases---blind yet prophetic, old men
with wrinkled dugs, bisexual, nay, omni- gendered. But where are you
dear Apollinaire?
Anuraag
*Dhritrashtra is the blind king and father of Kauravas who fought against the
Pandavas in the Great War.
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Subscription
One Year : Institution Rs. 500/- (In India only) US$ 25 (Outside India)
Individual Rs. 300/- (In India only) US$ 15 (Outside India)
Two Years : Institution Rs. 1000/- (In India only) US$ 50 (Outside India)
Individual Rs. 600/- (In India only) US$ 30 (Outside India)
(Cheque/Draft should be in the name of ARAWLII)
(The members of the ARAWLII will get Prosopisia free of cost, plus a discount of
50% on all publications of the Academy. The terms/conditions and the membership
form are available on the website www.arawlii.com)
Prosopisia will publish only original and unpublished texts. All contributions must
be submitted to the Editor or Co-Editor.
Contributions : A poem/short-story/one act play/essay, typed in single spacing in
MS-Word, should be sent as an E-mail attachment. The writer must also mention
his/her name, postal address, and the country he/she belongs to. The subject of
the E-mail should be Submission for Prosopisia.
Contributors will get two complimentary copies of the issue in which their
contribution finds a place.
E-mail :
Editor

: sharma_anuraag@yahoo.com

Co-Editor : moizur.arawlii@gmail.com
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A World Opposite
126

CONTRIBUTORS

to remake her world
to part her with our home
to make her algebraic dust,
the one that was part of us
that we are now not part of—
our sister will come with a man
with her soul progressing towards love
and her body towards departure
all father requires are these:
a sunny afternoon, a bowl of sea water,
two white goats, two spoon of sugar,
a sachet of salt, bottle of honey,
then a tearful night
in which she will sing eka,*
hoping from one clan to another
with rainbow umbrella
if she were a Bengali dove
and her love, an ornithologist,
where she finds her heart in songs
the flowers will play their part
the brothers will play their part
the ornithologist will ask for his dowry
she will sit on a plank on Sampradhan night
waiting for a yes from her uncle
then a Bashi Biye, then a Bou Baran
for her body moving somewhere else
*eka: this is a Yoruba bridal song, usually rendered tearfully in form
of eulogy.

•••
12
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ELISAVIETTA RITCHIE
(USA)
A Housemate from India Asks
When should I bring the potted plants inside?
For Jayita Sarkar
When our Hunter's Moon is full
but gives no heat
When back home your moon is full
and you celebrate
Laxmi puja, goddess of wealth
Here, when time here to wear
an unfamiliar coat
When stink bugs steal indoors
to share your warmth
with apologies you flick them out
not on your conscience if
they die from cold
When October spiders spin
snare leftover flies and moths

You will miss our eagles, river, tides, cove,
gulls, great blue herons, visiting cormorant,
our aviary-worth of inland birds—
robins, cardinals, doves, jays,
the red-headed woodpecker pair who year
after year pause en route north or south, feed
and leave, yet this summer hang around for the chow;
plus numerous sparrows God's too busy
elsewhere to look after so gives me the job;
flocks who scatter droppings, crumbs,
and seeds over our balcony.
You won't miss squirrels who clean up
whatever birds miss…
You will miss eternally complaining about
squirrels, crumbs, dust, ants, apricots
you can't see because they are right here
before your eyes, and all else you see or don't
but, like everything else you choose
to keep you awake half the night, bug you.

When time to want
a lover in your bed
When as Pushkin wrote
“November stands on the threshold”
Does this answer your question?
•

14

You Missed Two Young Bald Eagles
Practicing Flight at Dawn over our Cove
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You'll miss complaining about: my purse
which won't shut, my cluttered 1998 Subaru;
my swiping clothes you've worn day and night;
your orange peels I snatch to mulch my
garden which fed us ten years but now
you won't let me plant as you want more lawn
to mow: grass is short enough, but you
must see if the mower starts;
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You will, in short, miss living…So
will I, along with all else I cannot
live without, including you…
•

As Long As I Can Write

under unseen moons and suns,
no guidelines, still unsure of my sex,
unskilled at counting seasons,
life going on above me. Mine as complex.
I watch

that's what I want from life
a full bouquet of spice
and though leaves dry
as I will by and by
may everything be rife
with love and light

one final split of her ivory shield…
Claws detach—
she's off over the field—

•

Exoskeletons
Tiny claws cling to my finger.
I snatch the chance to monitor—
though human guests don't linger—
a cicada shedding ivory armor.
Head first, extra-large, wide-set hat pin eyes.
The gender? Neither of us can knows.
How soon till it flies?
Diaphanous bridal-veil wings twitch, so
let's dare to say she, though to identify
with bugs has limits: I'd not want to spend
seventeen years underground, to lie
a nymph left there to fend

16

alone, awash in horrid anal fluids and
prey to cold, to moles and floods
while thorax and waist expand, expand,
there to shed and grow in the mud
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Whatever drives her engine
toward what she cannot conceive?
Anthropomorphically I imagine:
more than mere hunger for oak leaves…
[break between stanzas]
Neither of us can predict what's to come,
but escaped from that hole, in flight
she can sing and drum
all day and all night—
A hitch:
Music-making reserved for the male:
“Only males hit the right pitch.”
Again we fail…
She leaves the answer
to which buzz is hers
among multiple buzzers,
like all else, uncertain…
•
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“Legs and Toes in Ancestor of Living Snakes”
(New York Times, May 19, 2015)
Another Darned Eve Poem of Which
There Are Many in Which The Poet
Compares Herself with the Very First Lady
Sent from the Garden, did Eve not complain?
No need there to ask Adam, “Please rake the leaves,
pull those weeds.” God made each plant grow
and shed for a purpose, part of His plan, in there.
Out here, God may let what we call “weeds” grow,
spent leaves fall, mulch where they land,
to keep us bobbing, bowing—
In the Garden, Eve didn't fear snakes
or mice that snakes had no need to catch.
Critters there never ran out of food
nor did Adam and Eve.

DIEM TRAN GERBA
(USA)
100 Words of Itch
The itch wasn't localized. Wasn't identified. Could not be
described.
But it tasted like swallowed poison oak on a bad day and a
tickle on a good.
It came from somewhere inside her, deep in the chest, behind
the scapular, hovering between the groin - it wasn't exact.
And she lived with it, wavering it away when it came to her
when she was bored at work, in her dreams, while chewing
her dinner.
Eventually, she just named it 'self' and took it for a walk
when it needed her.
Quietly, she was glad to be reminded that she existed.
•••

Inside, lions were surely Eve's pussy cats.
Out here, my cats are lions.
Beyond the Garden, she bore one troublesome son.
As did I…Mine, if paid, will rake leaves, pull weeds.
He doesn't fear snakes with or without their limbs.
•••

18
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ESTHER B. LIPTON
(ENGLAND)
Come With Me
Come with me at breaking of the dawn
Make keen the start, high in the mountains
Gloomy and foreboding, purple tinged mists
Enwrap us as the great descent begins
Down gentle wood steps, smoothed by countless feet.
Step by step, laid and tendered, the track winds down,
Round and around, zig-zagging the hillside
The steps metamorphose into gravel paths
Where loose stones test and twist weary feet
Slow down, gaze up, the mountain tops enclose.
Sharp against a lucent sky, light has reached the valley.
Trees reveal their identity, spruce, beech, fruit-laden fig
Carob, holy gourd, gentle almond and eternal olive.
From barren rocks, gorse and grass, grow bravely.
Weary muscles relax, the descending ceases,
The tree tops, no longer beneath us
Vast mountains walls enclose
Above, an amoeboid, azure blue lake,
Imprisoning the heavy herb-scented air
With fragrant basil, marjoram, mint and thyme.
We pinch the dry seeds of oregano
Rub its pungent perfume into our palms
The sweet smelling breath of nature lingers.
Stop. Listen. The clear song of a single bird
Fills the valley with unashamed joy
Peace flows into us. It is wondrous, beautiful.
Kindling echoes of the Creation.
We hear the intermittent tinkle of tiny bells,
Sounds of stars twinkling, in a night sky.
20
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The long-haired goats, sure footed, hardly
Glance from their munching among the boulders
We are trespassers upon their territory.
We pass, but leave no trace of our being.
Humbled and subdued, we stumble along the valley
Besides the free flowing, cool clear water,
Tumbling over itself, over the pebbles, sun-bleached,
Worn smooth and bald by perpetual streams.
The ever-changing rocks astound
Like some massive, multi-layered chocolate cake
The layers squashed horizontal and vertical,
Milk chocolate leaks into beige sponge
Toffee and caramel wafers, golden brown
Peanut butter between slabs of rye bread.
Mixed and blended, tossed and turned,
Destroyed and recreated eons ago
Subdued and tamed by the passing of time.
With a great yawn, the gorge widens,
Lying amid trees on a high plateau
A village, deserted and desolate, beckons
Now are sad ruins of small stone cottages
Where once stonemasons, potters, weavers, lived
In harmony with the seasons, walked with nature
Respecting her turbulent and dangerous moods,
Her loving kindness and generosity
At the village pump, we stop to slake our thirst.
Beyond the village, high up the mountain side
A small white shrine, memorial to those drowned
When torrential rain loosened boulders,
Thundered and crashed, down the mountainside,
Sweeping away bridge and village.
On a narrow ridge, two donkeys, block our path
Silky brown guardians of the pass.
Ignoring us, we make a detour.
Then the great valley is no more.
Mountains melt into hills, hills fold into slopes
Prosopisia
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The peaks no longer greet across the abyss
And the azure blue lake is just a cloudless sky.
A flock of sheep, thick coated and heavy
With curled horns, pick at the scorched grass
A young shepherd, leather coated, urges them on.
We slacken the pace and behold ahead,
Amid a dry sea of pebbles, a bridge.
Leading from nowhere to nowhere.
Our walk has ended. It is evening.

MYRTLE VORTICHEZ
(U.K.)
Udaipur Union
A planned person-high mound
arranged rotting honour
wild-fire quit of the forest
silent paper-weight twigs.

•••

Arranged rotting honour
reason drops gradually
into silent paper-weight twigs
continual smouldering offerings.
Reason drops gradually
slashed crackling if disturbed
continual smouldering offerings.
Refusal triggers veiled attack
slashed crackling if disturbed
into tiny right-angled wives.
Refusal triggers veiled attack
to paint the revenge stain
tiny right-angled wives
wild-fire quit of the forest
to paint the revenge stain
a planned person-high mound.
•••
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MOHAMED N ELRAMADY

VALERIA MELCHIORETTO

(EGYPT)

(SWITZERLAND)

I will not raise my hand

Biblical Feet

I will not raise my hand
like the one who raised his hand before
and they all aligned in one line
no matter how far it stretched
Whenever one of you kills me
my heart will call the next one
Listen to its call
so that I may be killed by him
then killed by the next one
while I stand attentively
to satiate your craving for killing
and satiate my craving for life
until God judges between us
Who else will judge between us?!
(Translated into English by poet: Nizar Sartawi)

When he promenaded on the dusty lane with his leather sandals
or idly stood in the sycamore's shade, profanity was out of season
while martyrdom was implied with each move as if he dwelled
on the edge of paradise unable to stand up for mundane humdrum.
He had high minded feet; their bareness more vital than boots
just as the feet depicted in the Sistine Chapel above mortal heads
where saintly figures spring from a sacred book via shortcuts.
to raise countless questions about an arcane past that has no voice.
They couldn't outrun plagues of falling frogs and treats of floods.
A callused guess remains as the future seems but a cracked fresco.

•

Father's has walked ahead and right out of the picture and although
I cannot see where he might have headed, some day I must follow.

I am the poem

Porridge For Paupers
for Baroness Jenkin

Stationed at the center of the universe
hauling the sun up to rise with my right hand
my left hand preventing the day's end
so your hearts will shine in the light of God forever

She bids the poor to eat their porridge as if immune to human plight
that is as urgent as a watery mouth which like the Thames swamps all
when floodgates cannot stop the surge, when hunger rages and reigns
rooted in perpetual desire to find morsels that might sooth that want.

(Translated into English by poet: Nizar Sartawi)

Her blue-blooded kind never gets wet feet in beefy Wellington boots
yet she harbours contempt for paupers that cannot cook for their kids.
She is still steeped in the Chivalric Code that lifts her far, far beyond
the oatmeal's muddy slime into which she commands those

•••
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Father's biblical feet were steadfast yet his footprints were cryptic
with a hidden potential to walk both on water and on the sea floor.
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unworthy.
Her Ladyship doesn't weigh her words as she concocts a recipe for woe
doesn't know a single pound coin can have the impact of a long ton
when it comes to stocking cupboards with more than food for
thought.
Alas, the French fought with baguettes against seditious putdowns,
when monarchs lost their heads for mocking the poor's lean cuisine.
It's true impoverished that lets the dear Baroness get away so easily
as she scuttles back to a lavish banquette where she sips Champaign
paid for by sweat and tax and sanctions extorted from the penniless.

Radiation to the nth Degree
Radiation moves subatomic particles as you move my subconscious
transmitting energy nearly luminous while you are anything but safe.
You have an unearthly dimension, eager to chase the Dog Star's path
as its red controversy is on collision course around Stonehenge until
it is but a white dwarf, a pocket-version of a giant windmill offshore.
Your search for bliss is apt for a holy bargain-hunter on Black Friday.
I should have listened to the Geiger counter and its constant lament
sure sign that all wasn't well while being as united as a Binary Star.
But your incantations were louder still and as honest as a lyre-bird
as it imitates the tune of a chainsaw as if it were its charming song.
Here 'S' stands not for entropy but for fifty names of sweeteners from
Barley Malt to saccharin in various forms of dental and moral decay.
(Never mind honey, syrup, glucose, molasses and the other poisons
that entomb the heartbeat like a sickness amid systolic and diastolic.)

Your alternative universe looks as tatty as a camper's Formica table
mapping a comfort zone darker than a room tarred with dreams
yet you remind me that any rosy sunrise can fit in a makeshift box
it's but a dizzy reflection of scattered light stirred with common dust.
You make spiritual awakening seem like the shabbiest magic trick
even if epiphany remains your birthright with annual happy returns.
No emotional earthquakes can be measured on a Richter scale and so
growing daily more detached like a urban shaman in a borrowed suit.
Maybe I wrongly judge the vacuum that spills from your phony core
to be a calculated cover-up that explains the Mayan moon calendar.
Now the sunspots have cast long shadows upon your rational soul
where all forms of love have to be quantifiable and tax deductable.
•

Lutra Lutra
Otter, in and out of water, the slickest diver
from land into the place beneath life's surface.
Known go-between, death secret messenger
light heated as a cathedral's flying buttresses.
Lutra lutra for whom the darkest woods wait,
for whom a hunter's trap looms at every turn.
Duplicate yourself at the edge of river banks,
mirroring the mortal in immortal malevolence.
Compared to star-nosed moles with acute smell,
called water dog yet seen as a fish when fasting.

They say astronauts cannot cry as without gravity no tears can fall
that's why you seek out the emotional void known as Outer Space.

26
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In and out of water to be reborn over and over
rightly worshiped as shape-shifter by the ancient.
Gods would fill your hide with gold for a crime
and what a crime it is, to lose ones hide for gold.
Mirror, mirror - broken promise, broken reed.
Who is the fairest catch, whose the deepest grief?
•••

YUAN HONGRI
(CHINA)
Neither Day nor Night in the Kingdom of Heaven
Last night, gazing at the stars
I saw those countless gems smile
Numberless from my past life
Limitless in the silver kingdom
Sprang from the light of thought
Forging ahead to superluminal chi
Five hundred years later, or, may I say
After a thousand five hundred years of the world
I saw a giant of a spacecraft
The eyes of those men and women
Were tranquil, serene as a diamond
Then I knew, once and forever: On the new planet,
In the Kingdom of Heaven, there is neither day nor night.
(Translated by Manu Mangattu)
•

Home Sweet Home beyond Milky Way
Nestled in the wings of night
After the pearl gem sets in heaven
I climb to the roof of the earth
To gaze at the star.
Gazing at the star,
To witness the coming century, the city of the giant
Blossom like a silver Garden.
The Music from that mysterious Galaxy
Soothes my soul like the rain.
In the light, let my form alight
Back to my home, beyond the Milky Way.
(Translated by Manu Mangattu)
•
28
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On Angel Wings Heaven-Bound
Pluck out a star from the night sky above
And let it sing to you within your cranium
It shall bring to you the interplanetary song.
Let thine eyes reach the edge of the Milky Way
The earth is just a small stone;
Yesterday is just a butterfly.
When the angel wings conduct you to the Kingdom of Heaven
Ah! That sweet lightning will indeed make you forget the world.

With the light that I have
I put them to smelt in Jinding
So that I have countless stars
To plait my City of the Soul.
(Translated by Manu Mangattu)

•••

(Translated by Manu Mangattu)
•

The Song of the Universe – Thy Song
Sweet soul,
Let thy breath be sweet
Let thine eyes shine as the stars
Reflect about what thou shalt see!
Thou shalt forget the words
The song of the universe is thy song
The peace of the universe is thy peace
If thou shall speak
It is almost like God
Let there be light! And there was light.
(Translated by Manu Mangattu)
•

The City of the Soul
Those ancient timeworn words I love –
The Stone of the erstwhile dated soul.
More than the crown or the jewels
They make my days bright and charming.

30
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STEPHEN MEAD
(USA)
Rain Dreams
With the sun
subliminal but
a constant
foothold on
protozoa, yeast,
hot springs, these
seeds of life streaming
beneath an oil spill's hemorrhage.
What's
gushing over
the purple heather
sky?
Thunder claps, cracks of veined
neon yellow bright
in this dry drought
stricken village
the militia slashed
like a pregnant rain forest.
That too is
somewhere else
is it not
Big Daddy War Bucks,
another place
effect;
the pockets dropping
coins like bombs
while some (in the book
of many) Plain Jane
Old Maid saves the day,
32

mindful, eyes on news,
roots,
in a crusade of watering,
singing to
plants.
•

Curfews
Fountain over granite, the engraved names ripple:
time, in their own time, and the time running past…
Black outs, the heavy drapes, edges pressed
smooth, almost rigid, so the light couldn't
couldn't——
What was that? Ssh. Ssh. Every rustle gives
off footsteps
voices
breaths
like a match and
there's a lot of branches,
vines to be caught in as if
by a search light in the middle
of the street
We met I
remember a parachute's descent, the
too vulnerable skin and thinking,
though scar soft, I'd cut
hair, wear
a uniform,
board the train, plane, tank or
go down in trenches
dreaming a campfire under
nights (curtains) so close (curtains) no
rocket (the names) could hope (names we)
to explode us (whispered)
(recorded as a song-poem mp3)
•
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Camera Obscura

JOAN MICHELSON
(U.K.)

Who will the crisis awaken?
(mother, the earth slumbers)
Must we always have an emergency first?
(here is sinew; here is birch)
Oh accident-prone nations
The nuclear secrets summon some crux.
(these twists & loops, lithe & dense)
How the conspired plots swell, clots
On graph paper, missiles in storage
(this is a glass house & these are its walls,
such intertwined things growing fertile & lucid)
Is a Silent Spring prophesied,
All water/air/earth some sudden stigmata?
(enter the mystic, soft warm winds buffing
hallways, gently bending about flesh)
Who are the paper-pushers?
How do cogs open?
Holes, holes, the intricate lab----(there is the motion of pearl divers,
tropic fiestas, the sweet graceful pleasure
of hanging sheets)
Is this the last adolescence, parochial
Society's strange, short-sighted but
far-reaching scope?
(green fills senses, green fire,
green blazes; feel the bright blinding
thick flash of moss covering these walls)
•••
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Meeting on New Year's Morning
She's wearing a russet coat of Harris tweed
she designed herself with a matching skirt,
and a matching collar for her dog.
She's stopped drawing. Did she tell you? The world
doesn't need more Tapellero; and enough
of papering her walls with her own art.
Her New Year's wish is more of a regret
that she's grown fat. For years she didn't suspect
her craving for sweet taste came from the drugs
she takes. O sweet life. O sweet good-night.
She's collecting all she's written for her unnamed,
her dreams and musings and also the words he sent
to her through twenty years. They might meet
by chance this morning in the ancient wood
as first they did walking their dogs early.
•

Old Lady On the Loose in London
Just this moment in darkness
outside a church. A clean wind.
No rain. Not a car passing.
She edges around a patch of green
that grows into a road which hoards
a hush. Here she lets out 'ah',
and meets old feelings lost and found,
although she does not just now know
where she is. Nothing stirs.
Nothing save fallen leaves
until she reaches the crossing
Prosopisia
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at the bottom. The traffic light
has turned to green. Straight across
and through an open door of glass
into a bright-lit ice cream shop.
Small tables, a young couple,
a smiling man behind the counter.
He leans towards her with spoonfuls
that he names and she repeats
in whisper. Pistachio. Pineapple.
And his favourite, Salted Caramel.
Still smiling, he urges her to taste.
Obediently, she tastes and nods
and buys a cup to carry out.
As she walks, she scoops it up
into her mouth with a spoon
that's smooth shiny yellow plastic
tiny as a toy for little fingers.
She remembers a child's birthday.
Now she smiles at herself,
old and happy on her way
to catch the bus. Waiting, she licks
the last sticky drops of sweetness.
•

Flying
Friends packed her bag and started up
the relay to have her sent URGENT ACCIDENT
from rural western Massachusetts to Bangkok.
As she set out, a storm blew in, a real
Northeastern cyclone. It froze with rain,
that turned to sleet and hail and snow.
The storm stalled the journey and kept her tense
as if she were steering through the dark,
visibility about a foot. Belted in to fly
to a world where she had never been,
she did not picture what she could not and could not
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think beyond the journey. Landing in Bangkok,
the passenger beside her, a Thai woman,
took over. Again a night of storm.
It wasn't cold, though she felt cold and numb,
but it came with rain that was ferocious,
horrific wind, and mounting thunder. In place
of winter cyclone, monsoon. The Thai woman
had her soldier-husband detour to the hospital.
He waited in the reception bay while she
took the stranger up to find her daughter.
•

Rescue
For months, more than a year, the mother was haunted
by the hours of the rescue. She sought details
until she had a film repeating. She pictured,
the jungle trek behind her, her daughter calling
to the other hikers to hurry up, and hurrying
towards the tuk-tuk truck which was waiting.
The mother felt the rain blow in. The mother
climbed into the open back and sat far in,
right-angled behind the driver in his cab.
She saw, which the girl did not, a van with workers
returning from building jobs across the border
in China's Yunnan Province. The tuk-tuk
had started up the mountain road. The van
was heading down. In Bangkok in Intensive Care,
while she leaned close to hear, her daughter babbled.
Phantasmagoric or actual, afterwards
her daughter wouldn't remember while she could count
the transfers and recite the details: number four,
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dusk-to-dawn on the wrong side of the Bridge
of Friendship. The Bangkok team, who collected her,
were filled with wonder that the girl had lived, a flower.

I feel her power in the distance and I see her
rise, explosive as a rare supernova
that releasing waves, begets bright stars.

The mother told the story until she could not bear to hear it.
She wrote it down, typed it up, stored it high
on a high shelf, then could not bear to have it
in the house and had to throw it out.
•

Great Aunt Hero
Great Aunt Hero, whom we never met,
was a rebel and a bundle of lost
letters rumoured to be wonder-epics.
She travelled from Boston, Massachusetts
to San Francisco, to the wilds of China,
to Moscow, Dresden, Honolulu and Oahu.
On Oahu she married a Catholic native,
although she had been born a Jew,
which her six children never knew;
nor the story of her abrupt departure:
thrown out by her father (who loved her)
for a misdemeanour with her Harvard suitor.
This happened about the time she bobbed her hair,
sent her mother to night school, and heady
with the news of Bolshevik success, joined
the Party, which she subsequently left.
A picture shows her with her family orchestra.
She's standing on a bench, in black performance
dress, her baton raised and pointed high.
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Aunt Syl
Aunt Syl threw her cane away and rocked
from hip to hip with every step she took.
A brave loner among married sisters,
she accepted loans of us on Sundays.
We'd be dressed in white embroidered frocks
with trooping ducks or chicks across the breast,
white cuff socks and patent leather sandals
that shone and fastened with a buckled strap.
Her treat was a bright balloon on a string
and a ride on the swan boats in the Public Gardens.
There are photos of these childhood outings.
Aunt Syl leans over us, a hand on each
of her darling sister-nieces. We smile.
It's not in the picture but I remember,
when it was over, we safe home, Aunt Syl
gone, we scrubbed her kisses from our faces,
changed our clothes, and, giggling little curs,
outdid each other in our practiced execution
of her rolling, raised-shoe walk.

Aunt Bella
When I entered, the chapel was completely empty.
Yet I saw generations of my family
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seated row on row in sombre clothes.
Without warning, a low-pitched laughter broke
the silence. Aunt Bella, a bulk in black
long unseen, fell on me, in close embrace.
She tried explaining the feeling of sliding
to the edge of nothing. In the dream
she held me tight and tighter. I woke for breath
remembering that after we had buried mother,
Aunt Bella sat beside me on the couch,
her hand pat-patting mine. Next I heard,
she was under supervision in a Home.
Is this a way to go? Long before
the end, we lose our place again, again.
Meeting on New Year's Morning
She's wearing a russet coat of Harris tweed
she designed herself with a matching skirt,
and a matching collar for her dog.
She's stopped drawing. Did she tell you? The world
doesn't need more Tapellero; and enough
of papering her walls with her own art.
Her New Year's wish is more of a regret
that she's grown fat. For years she didn't suspect
her craving for sweet taste came from the drugs
she takes. O sweet life. O sweet good-night.
She's collecting all she's written for her unnamed,
her dreams and musings and also the words he sent
to her through twenty years. They might meet
by chance this morning in the ancient wood
as first they did walking their dogs early.
•••
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ERIC GREINKE
(USA)
In House
Here in my house of skin,
safe inside my warm dream,
while wild white storms rage on
outside these weary walls,
in transit through dark rooms
of long gone memories,
all the clocks run backward.
Here the rooms have muscles
& the passageways lead
to doors with broken locks.
Beneath a roof of sense
down to my crazy cellar,
shadows rise & descend
on stairs that never end.
•

Bargain Buddha
My mother bought it on sale
at a dirty discount store
when I was eleven years old.
It was shaped like a big one in Kyoto,
but ours was painted a gaudy red
with random specks of gold.
Our Buddha was two feet tall.
It was made of plaster instead of stone.
It began as a Buddha in bad taste,
but Mother spray-painted it flat black,
& it looked better with makeup.
Many years later, it sits in meditation
on the mantle of my fake fireplace,
Prosopisia
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its cheap red flesh thinly concealed.
Now it reminds me to let small shit slide,
to be humble & kind, & to look beneath
the superficial surface of the world.
•

Paternity
(for Murry Harralson)
I resisted him like a knot
resists a crosscut saw.
I didn't want a step-father.
I missed my real father
like a tree bereft of branches.
I never called him father. He didn't
like me any more than I liked him.
He was an ex-Marine,
a strong, silent man of few words.
We co-existed through my adolescence,
but as adults, we warmed to each other.
I hung out with him in his garage
where he carved & burned wood.
We'd have a beer & a late night hot dog,
& he'd tell me about the world war.
Tears came to his blue eyes
when he spoke of Guadalcanal.
In his late sixties, he got into cats.
He built ramps so they could climb
up into the rafters of the garage.
His favorite cat was a feral stray
who had to be tamed. She scratched
& bit him many times before
he became her trusted feline love.
In his mid-seventies he was struck by
congenital heart failure. He
could only sleep while sitting up.
They gave him six months to live.
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During that time, he opened to music.
I would sit on his bed & sing to him.
On the day he died, I played him asleep.
It was the last thing he heard.
As his son, I inherited his carving tools.
I also got his uncompleted carvings.
Over the years, I finished some of them.
Others were thrown away, but I kept
the tools, just in case I might find
some wood badly in need of a shape.
•

Back Verandah Dinner
Knives slice maple-glazed brussel
sprouts cut into peppered steaks
glasses transport chilled
Pinot Grigio to mouths
bees settle inside flowers
robins twitter and flutter
hummingbirds hover while feasting
on the fruit of the trumpet vine
the breeze rotates
the back verandah ceiling fan
water trickles over rocks
into the frog-free pond
open hands wave flies
away from plates and glasses
your leg rests against mine
transmitting warmth
•
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Domestic Composition
Darkened room, ceiling fan
spinning, glass of Chilean red
half an arm-length away
desktop logically organized
neighbour's air-conditioner
droning beyond the window
door closed against interruptions
screen glow, clothes tumbling
in the distant laundry room
framed artworks and book covers
barely visible in comforting gloom
cricket bat retiring in the corner
the Galway bodhran silent atop
the bookcase beside a motionless
globe and bronze cast of the Brownings'
intertwined hands clasped eternally
above Stevie Smith, Heaney, Housman,
Muldoon, Eliot, Kavanagh and Kerouac.
•

International Arrivals
Loved ones, colleagues and limo drivers
crowd the space behind the barriers
waiting for flights to arrive
from Asia, Mexico, the Caribbean,
Europe and the Middle East
families sit at tables with coffee
or stand around in groups
holding helium balloons, flowers
and Welcome Home signs
limo drivers stand motionless
holding the names of clients
in front of their stomachs
restless kids squeal, skip,
squirm and run around
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teenagers and adults occupy
their wait times with smartphones
looking up from screens
each time the automatic doors
open and passengers emerge
into the arrivals hall
groups of pilots and cabin crews
stride confidently through the doorway
ready for drinks at the hotel bar
business travellers walk directly
towards waiting drivers and shuttles
airline staff push elderly passengers
in wheel chairs with one hand, tow
luggage carts with the other
sunburnt families emerge wearing
hats, shorts and flip-flops
scan the crowd for their ride
fathers push luggage carts
piled high with suitcases
mother push strollers, hold kids'
hands tightly, issue instructions
waiting loved ones run towards
new arrivals, exchange kisses, hugs
and flowers, wipe away tears
take luggage and hands, move
towards the exit with relief
•••
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CLAUDIA PICCINNO

CHANGMING YUAN

(ITALY)

(CHINA)

David is your name

Changing

David is your name
(Poem dedicated to a child with autism)
Where did your gaze stop David?
You fell on a detail in order not to see the whole.
It is not easy to decipher the compass of the senses
in the chaos of social stimuli.
And how will Isupport the reward
of that troublesome biology ?
To observe the failure in the connection
among your sensory abilities
It is an enormous effort for us, so-called normal.
To compensate with gestures to a shared attention,
to take you to clarify a request,
They are compelling purposes in my head.
David is your name,
you're not for me a diagnoses
or variant or flaw of genetic architecture,
disregarded expectation,
early or late intervention,
impaired brain plasticity,
spectrum disorder.
David is your name
the child who loves the detail. . .
I'll wear your look,
I 'll listen to your confused stereotypy
I'll go down to cross the object that attracts you
to shorten the distance
that keeps you confined in a room.

Can't you de-louse a rat?
Doesn't matter. Neither can I
But we can untie our own hairstyle
Putting a little makeup if we want to
Or going for some plastic surgery
Better to cut off our whiskers
Or tails, biting pebbles
Instead of cloth or wood
Even to replace our hearts
With a cat's
•

Autumnscaping
Rather than the foil
Of spring flowers
All leaves of the passing season
Are now blooming aloud
Towards the autumn sky
Less tender textured, perhaps
But more brittle, more deadly brilliant
Shaken off for a last ritual dance
With the wind before they kiss
The land once and forever
•

•••
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Resurrecting
The rebirth of a phoenix
Is a legend, popular but misleading
Whereas the rebirth of
An ageing eagle is a reality
Hidden somewhere as he retreats
Into a cliff corner, there plucking his
Own feathers one by one, then
Sharpening his beak
Until he is ready, again
To fly high in the same sky
For another lifetime
•

Drowning
It's like a snag
Being pushed towards me
By an indifferent wave
While struggling in the water
I flapped my arms high
Only to see it drifting around
About a yard away
Sitting on the snag is a wounded crow
With eyes widely open
As if to appreciate my last dance
Like a thought, sinking slowly
To the bottom of my being

South Vancouver
Each evening you walk backwards around
The block on Cornish street, supposedly
As an exercise for your back; in so doing
You sometimes recall Du Dongpo, and how
He would oppose the trend, ignoring it
By resorting to brush painting, calligraphy
Besides writing poetry at an outpost on Lingnan
When he was exiled by the imperial court
(Or the other way around), inventing ways
To cook pork, joking about a Buddhist Master's
Donkey face as long as the sidewalk behind you

•••

Other times you look up into the deep blue
What you are withdrawing from is a close up
A panorama of your future as the past while
You constantly have to turn back, just to avoid
Posing a hazard to other normal pedestrians
•
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ROSEMARY WOLFSON
(U.K.)
I have found my man!
I saw the photo – the liquid eyes but also with a hint of fire
and mischief, the full lips, the black wavy hair, the smart faun
suede fedora, tailored tweed coat with the curly collar, a touch
of South American, the bushy black eyebrows, a writer
perhaps, or intellectual, with a hint of revolution about him,
an extrovert.
The man is contrasted with the bare wintry branches of trees
behind him, which encourages the feeling that there is
significance between the wealth of his appearance and this
bleak landscape.
In a dream of the night, this hero became my Romeo and I,
his Juliet. He came dancing towards me in an Italianate type
hot summer square, with the “clacking” of castanets, clicking
of his black high heeled dancing shoes, snowy white shirt,
black shiny suit with skinny tight trousers, and now black
fedora perched saucily across his forehead! I gave a little smile
of appreciation, but my nurse quickly pulled me away.
Unfortunately this man's family name was Montague – the
enemy! But he somehow acquired an invitation to my, Juliet
Capulet's, betrothal party. I was in my “floaty” white dress
and red shoes. Romeo was masked, like everyone else. He
managed to get onto my list of dancing partners for the final
mazurka, the Polish dance. But in my dream had the
location suddenly become Russia, Spain, South America or
Verona?

through the prickly bushes, but it was Romeo. Then I heard
the inevitable words:
“It is the east, and Juliet is the sun!My nurse very soon called me inside, and I had to go.
The action of the dream moved swiftly through the
intervening scenes of the play, until we had been married in
secret from the two sets of parents. We stole a too short time of
togetherness, and then Romeo had to leave our bed saying:
“Night's candles are burnt out, and jocund day
Stands tiptoe on the misty mountain tops.
I must be gone and live, or stay and die.”
Again there was a confused rush, as in many dreams. My
parents instructed me to marry their choice of man, someone,
I think an apothecary, via the friar who married us, supplied
me with a drug, which gave me the appearance of death.
In this vision of the night I woke up just after the terrible
knowledge that Romeo had consequently thrust a dagger
through his heart, and I felt the weight of his inert body falling
on mine.
I then awoke from my dream, now turned nightmare!
•••

I was soon home, and wandered out onto the balcony with
my nurse behind in my bedroom, preparing my night attire.
Below I heard the movement of perhaps a fox scrambling
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ADEFOLAMI ADEMOLA
(NIGERIA)
Silence in Syria
silence is children with stumps
for arms
and infants with prosthetic
for legs
in the arid mountains of Syria
their pains are chugged down the
tunnel of tedious throats
they are regurgitated in deafening silence
in the monotonous rhythm of tears
the vacant stares in the bloodless
eyes of men are the looks of death
confused by the lackadaisical
workings of nature's machinations
why they must be sacrificed
for the blunders of clueless governments
the masses who only want to live
women are torn in sadness
over the shredded remains of kinsmen
kinsmen silenced by the sounds of
guns, grenades and bombs
they weep for many things
we would never understand
maybe for expired greatness
or for syria, or for themselveswe will never knowsyria is burning ravenously
in this time of war
children will never eat their next meal
for their hunger is directed towards living
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seeing the dawn of a new war-torn day
amidst the harsh realities of fatal arsenals
the syrian silence is the chorus
of booms and bangs
mangled with the groans
of severed limbs and blinded visions
the world is watching the death of dreams
bbc and cnn are ranting into the airwaves
un is transporting food to the lucky ones
but if you escape the throes of explosions
to dine of the humanitarian meals
it will be just for another day
to die by the implosions of wasted existence
but, i guess we shouldn't die on empty stomachs...
•

Songs We Sing at Night
only a master orator's velvety voicemine will not suffice, i know
because, like lobes of kola nuts
it breaks into bits of incoherent smithereensto execute the elocution of
these fragmented words
that condenses into rickety songs
the web of words that reveals
the gruesome moodiness of nights, here
this threnody, like virgin dawn
opens into the throats of weary mothers
like songbirds, wailing obscenities into
the curtains of dusk,
of the benevolent malevolence of fate
cast on the helm of female destinies;
where womanhood is a receptacle of
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degradation
this song shrinks, becomes a monody
that expresses the ghost-like apparition
of gaunt men in threadbare bodies
whitewashed by the sweats of penury
men who sold their lives
like 20 pieces of silver
to the embrace of broken dreams
to wait, aimlessly-enactment of godotwhile years crawl upon
themselves like complacent lovers
it contracts now-rather repulsivelyinto a dirge-that sorrowful,
tingling rhythm that sends shivers
down the spine of nightfor disillusioned children who
sit, hopelessly, groaning under the
ubiquitous cover of night
to wonder why hopes become
a foot mat to dilapidated dreamswhy dreams are killed, too easily
like light switches on the walls
of our fallow convergence
so we sit, all of us
each one escaping into the harsh reverie
of their failures-cum-disappointments
and steady our voices, jadedly
into a symphony of resignation to
something much more bitter than fate
and cheer our nights, those gloomy dusks
into the center stage of our existence
and wait, impatientlysaul's incarnatesfor the silent sneeze of dawn
to brush off our night songs…
•
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We no Longer Weep
black skin is now specimen
for shooting practice
by white skins who think
it wise to destroy
the devil -in blackwe didn't beg to be broken
into breaking news
scattered into lobes of
juicy stories on cnn, bbc
like propitiatory kola nuts
we only asked to exist
but the sweats slithering on
black faces on France 24
are anguish of subversive existence
young men running into noisy streets
hugging placards with words
that sound like incantations,
women, their tear-full soliloquies
mourning comrades whose mirth
are subdued in the bullets
of race, hate, and
many fatal things
that only white people know
we live each day
swaddled in the scares of
lurking bullets on the streets of America
screaming headlines on tabloids
we are; we all are
potential guinea-pigs for the
deathly experiment of
uniformed kill-joys
hunting for another Alton
Prosopisia
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to delete for his blackness:
we no longer weep
for our brothers mangled
by bullets steeped in racial gun-powder
from the shotguns of idiots
with skins as pale as an evening sun
we no longer weep
for comrades swallowed by the
fierce hatred of prejudicial mutilators
drunk on their scorching hatred
for the 'dark continent'
we no longer weep
we only eschew each dusk
hoping that sooner than we know
'black lives matter too'
will dance on the glossy chest of
white-owned newspapers
maybe then, just maybe then
colors will become nothing
other than pigments for visual art
and we shall cough out bottle-up tears
for our coffined black brothers...
•••

GÜLSÜM CENGIZ
(TURKEY)
I will Pay my Debt with my Poem
I owe people
known, unknown.
My debt cannot be measured
I am indebted to my lover
for the days shared.
Sleepless nights, I owe to my mother,
labour to my father.
Self-sacrifice I owe to my sister.
My debt cannot be measured
I owe my friends too much.
I owe the wise people
that taught me to love life.
I owe a debt of gratitude to
those lying under cypresses
with imprisoned hopes.
I owe the fifteen year old girl
that died on a truck at harvest time.
I owe the coal-worker
with a short, dark life.
I owe children
some dying from hunger.
My debt cannot be measured
I will pay my debt to people
with my poem.
My debt is so much,
so impossible to pay that
I will write poems like raindrops.
-that do not wet children-
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Writing white on black paper,
I will send them worldwide.
People, wet to the skin with poetry.
Translated: Haldun Sonkaynar
•

Origami
I am making paper ships on and on
their name is freedom
to swim fearlessly
in the seas of the world.
The child inside me is afraid
of the torpedo.
The eyes of the child inside me
a blackout night in Iraq
I am making aeroplanes from paper
To throw flowers to earth
instead of bombs.
The child inside me is afraid
of the war planes.
The eyes of the child inside me
a cold Balkan night

The child inside me is afraid
of darkness.
The eyes of the child inside me
an Afghan night without stars.
I am making birds from paper
So they can take wings
to blueness with love,
with thousands of cranes for peace.
The child inside me
loves birds and peace
The eyes of the child inside me
a Palestinian night under siege.
I am making children from paper
hand in hand
black, brown and white.
To surround the world all over
with love.
The child inside me is missing
a peaceful life.
The eyes of the child inside me
a sunny spring morning.
Translated: Haldun Sonkaynar
•

I am making trucks from paper
to carry bread to hungry children
instead of guns.
The child inside me is afraid
of tanks and hunger.
The eyes of the child inside me
a lonely desert night.
I am making trains from matchboxes
to carry books behind the mountains
for people to be enlightened.
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Your Eyes in The Mirror of The Moon
The moon is bright
dark is the day
the moon is rising slowly
Like a silver tray.
I am looking at the moon with hope
in case your eyes
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catch the mirror of the moon
in case we meet there.
Translated: Haldun Sonkaynar
•
came loose in the mandrill's mouth
the god stinger working the tin ears in the
with the thing that made her removed
the white firm poison / spout by a true master
weighing several million tons at birth
wired for sound bristling with piranha teeth
in a jar the thing grows strong enough
conceived on another planet
the snake giving directions
coffin mommies fry scouring pads
first thing that comes into the mind
i woke up suddenly i/it was snowing being eaten away
falling bodies /flakes change direction as they come down
dead rat lies belly up/lying in a / snowdrift eyes open
i stoop and make snowballs
the grown piece that smoked in the skull
he took her by the eyes the burnt part of her
the yes between the browns
the world going crazier by the second
when the bandages come off there's nobody
a guitar that's attached to you
it's a carrot that chews on you
but the news must be kept secret
shit subjected to intense radiation blossoms
into buds of edible matter
wore a woolen stocking cap and a pair of mittens
then five minutes later the lights coming over the incline
like cheap nickel wine leaking from a broken bottle
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face like a bruise
if i want you dead all i have to do is think about it
get naked and run
putting on the chauffeur’s uniform and driving her
a fire that burned yet was cold
fire kept creeping up her arm burning yet icy cold
at the same time then iced up and
became a rock in the chest
once she had a reaction
most of the time it would be hard to breathe
dribbled from the plastic bag attached to the pole
nurses came and measured it / making notations on a chart
the wind cut through the walls but your arm had to remain out,
uncovered looking into her body with machines
and probing every twist of her intestines
too weak to drink anything but ice chips from an aluminum tray
had her on dextrose IVs for the first four days / after surgery
were going to administer a battery of tests
for the GIs they had to clean out her guts using enemas
they gave her enemas before and after
to free her guts from foreign matter
that might confuse the readings
pumping her full of barium solution
through the anus to mark her colon
afterward she'd feel the liquid sinking into her stomach
/bloating it with bile
afterward she'd puke all over the place
the nurses scrupulously noted everything, color, shape,
consistency, smell, amount vomited/ejected/evacuated
dripping into the veins through plastic tubes
an oxygen tube under the nose
kidneys went berserk trying to clean out the water
couldn't piss without a catheter
had to walk wheeling the pole along
afraid of getting tangled in the tubing
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with nobody to come and help
keeping it on day and night / staring
listlessly into the tube
floating a little above her body,
looking down at the wasted form sprawled in a bed,
connected by tubes through
draining bags of burning solutions
they'd cut a tumor the size of a robin's
egg out of her uterus
tested negative in the lab
the tumor had grown in her ovary
until it had twisted it out of shape and finally burst it
masses adhered to the wall in lumps
had to sever thick bands of muscle
and branches of nerves to go into her
experience a loss of sensation in abdomen and thighs
result of nerve damage
these were sutures which would dissolve completely in six
months or sooner
the uterine spasms of birth twisted the corkscrew into her
organs causing internal complications
she died on the operating table
they'd dismantled her left ovary and
sewn it back together again
•••

NIZAR SARTAWI
(JORDAN)
Leaf
Little lonely leaf
knocking on the glass door
with your whole feeble
form
gaping at me
begging for
refuge!
Poor purplish fragile fugitive
Tired –
of running away
from nook to nook
threatened –
by the ruthless autumn wind
and unheralded rain?
Frightened –
by the heavy plodding pedestrian feet
the hideous hooves
and horrendous hoops?
Come in
tiny timid tramp!
Let's sit
side by side
to tell silently our sad story
and voicelessly lull each other
to sleep.
… For I too
am but a deciduous
leaf
counting the days
before its fall
•
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Eve
O our great grandmother
You, who were our original sin!
If you were just a rib
that Adam was robbed of
while he was
slumbering
or drunken
whence have you brought those cunning eyes
that dispossessed Adam of his power
liberated him
and us
from the luxury of paradise
•

standing there forever
looking thru the open window
salvador dali
•••

Haiku
hanging in the air
a petite helicopter
the hummingbird
~~~~~
tempestuous sea
a flock of angry seagulls
squawking at the waves
~~~~~
infatuated
with a crazy turtle dove
the crazy poet
~~~~~
deer following her
enchanted by her flute tunes
the deer shepherdess
~~~~~
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XU CHUNFANG

KRYSTYNA LENKOWSKA

(CHINA)
Infatuation

(POLAND)
A Scrap of Conversation

In those days — it looks like snow
Your silence — branches bare of leaves
December, the December exhausted of all words
Nostalgia, belongs to which festival?
In your eyes, like in a misty poem
I am a ship drifting in the distance
This is a perfect process.
Tossing about in the boundless reeds
The flesh of a moon clasps to water surface
I don't intend to speak about those memories and nights
I don't know where my heart is forgotten and lost
The cooing of waterfowls is inaudible
Only in your body
I can smell the fragrance of native rice flowers
•

However you look at it
It's the simplest things that matter.
For example, wonders.
He looks and doesn't even believe in conception tainted
with sin.
A twenty-year old skeptic with long experience.
the uncertain enters noiselessly through the back door.
Monochromatic like a movie extra.
It grows like a grey bench in the park after rain.
And you can't even see how it becomes a baobab
(It won't fit in your arms)
A hundred mile forest
A mile.
(Translated from Polish by Ewa Hryniewicz-Yarbrough)

Melancholy of History
•••
Between heaven and earth a hundred battles!
The wind frost of each day is carving dim bright light on a
withered bone.
The moon is a drop of tear which never dries for a
thousand years.
O the boundless land, an ancient tomb is whose gauze cap
which is reluctant to be thrown away?
The blind Homer, cuts off a patch of waves of the Aegean
Sea.
Where are the shoes of Qu Yuan?
A seagull between heaven and earth.
(Translated by Zhang Zhizhong)
•••
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KATHERINE GALLAGHER
(AUSTRALIA)
Pigeon-lore
I've seen them for days now
strutting side by side,
this slate-grey pair
preeningon the ledge –
city-birdsurvivors,
familiar faces
they pass and coo,pass, ignore,
peck each other,with such ado . . .

If they were the last of their species
they'd be as precious as pandas
or Siberian tigers, preserved in books,
TV features, hailed in zoos . . .
they wouldn't have their usual peace -but there's no price on pigeons.
•••

TAARINI DAS
(INDIA)
The Blank Paper
The paper stays blank.
But my head is full of thoughts.
The paper has patience.
But my head can't hold another thought.
The pen beside me stays still.
And the ink doesn't flinch a bit.
My eyes are numb.
They can't see the blank paper.
My heart beats
Like a lost soul that lingers.
There are a thousand words to put.
My brain knows that.
The paper still stays blank.
Because there is something that holds my hand back.
There is a spark.
That makes me pick up the pen to write.
But the thoughts in my head.
They can't help but fight.
•

Strings
The puppeteer held the strings
The strings that connected us.
Through the days of misery,
He led us on the right path
But sadly,
All things die.
And so did our strings
And everyone left by and by.
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Some fell in love,
Some cried for life.
Some died in pain,
Some cherished the nine lives.
But one thing,
They all didn't regret
The fact that they left their puppeteer
And forgot that he controlled them.
But,
There was one puppet,
That thanked the puppeteer
Before she left.
“Alas my lord!
Time has come.
I thank you for your love and care
And the way you have nurtured us all.
But Sir,
I know we all leave someday
We cannot have someone
Run our lives
For the next nine lives.
But somewhere deep down,
We know,
That we are our own puppets”
To this,
The puppeteer looked at her and smiled
“Oh! My child,
That's something we all know,
I just wanted you all to believe that,
I heard you say it out right,
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It's something difficult to believe,
But sometimes,
The truth hurts us
Indeed.
Don't forget your old man.
Go on and live your life,
Smile when you look back
Go on and live those lives.”
She went to live her life.
She did it quite well.
She smiled at all the other puppets
Cause she felt the weight of their strings.
Today,
She stands on a podium
Tells this to everyone“Be your own puppet.
Be what you are meant to be.
You are an original.
Don't think of dying a copy.
You can't let anyone take over your life.
You are meant to be free.”
To the parents she said“We all know that you love your kids.
I believe we know.
Give them some space.
Give them the freedom.
Let them whisper a wish to a butterfly,
Let them be so.
Having someone who doesn't pretend
To be someone else
Is difficult to find,
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Your kids are someone,
Who will never let you down
For the rest of their lives.”
At the end of the day,
We are all puppets here.
With broken and lost strings,
Losing each other is something we fear.
But look at us,
Smiling and laughing at each other.
Because deep down we realize
We all are puppets.
Aren't we?
•

The Perfect Friend
Within you, I have found the perfect friend,
Someone who I know will be there till the end.
And they are not just thoughts I hope will fulfill,
But these thoughts will stand forever still.
Still as the wind on a hot summer day,
Still as your friendship that I will never betray.
Still as the characters in a photograph.
Still as your breathless silent laugh.
Within you I have found the perfect friend,
With whom I can be real and not pretend.
You have always been someone unique from the rest,
You hold a piece of me that no one else can possess.
Within you is a reason to live
With you, my friendship will be forever still
Within you, I have the perfect friend
With you, I will survive till the end.
•••
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E.M.LAHIRUNI EKANAYAKE
(SRI LANKA)
Orchid of the Shanties
The perpetual buzz of the ceiling fan did not evaporate the beads of
perspiration on his forehead. He could feel more running down his spine.
He glanced around the rest of the class, who were trying to fan themselves
vigorously and concentrate on the lecture at the same time. For the
hundredth time that day, he longed to have a quick dip in the pool at home
and gulp down instant pizzas from the micro wave, washed down with
Coke, Nila the housemaid would bring him afterwards .Not even a gasp of
wind would blow through the window cracks that looked like they
belonged to the obsolete architecture of the twelfth century.
Glancing around the musty walls and large cobwebs that hung from the
battered ceiling, he could not fathom a good enough reason as to why he
should be stuck in this place for another four years. Four years! Suddenly, it
seemed like a huge bulk of time that loomed in the distance, like some
silent monster, slowly approaching him and devouring a chunk of his body
with every heavy step he took. It was frustrating to think that this is what
all his hard work had boiled down to. The mere prospect of trying to
understand the incomprehensible stuff the lecturer kept ranting was
unimaginable, let alone learning them. He wanted to fly, just fly and be
free…
“We'll ask a question from the dream boy at the back”
Dinuka nearly jumped out of his skin. He could hear his classmates
giggling and whispering behind his back. He glanced dismally at the
lecturer who stared back at him with an expectant smile, awaiting a
goddamn answer that he did not have any freaking idea about.
“We'll be looking at Rape next. Now, I want you, yes, you to tell me what
specifically constitute liability for Rape”.
Fortunately for him, the lecturer's attention was drifting off to someone
else. Dinuka let a sigh of relief. He has always admired the prospect of
being a lawyer but now, seeing the arduous nature of the career before him,
he found himself wondering whether he should have continued his
father's business after all. Then, luxury would have been an asset that
spontaneously flowed along his way instead of having to strive for.
Prosopisia
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He found himself staring at the girl who was forced to answer the question.
In truth, everyone else was looking at her too, because she was literally
stammering. Her eyeballs had grown larger and he could see a sheen of
sweat glistening on her forehead. She definitely knew the answer, that was
quite obvious but her shocked expression and trembling hands made him
wonder whether she's going through some terrible trauma. He found
himself wondering what could it possibly be. Maybe her parents are sick.
Maybe she doesn't have enough money. Maybe she's pressurized by the
mask of subjects they have to go through. Dinuka realized that there can be
some people who are born not so lucky after all, who may not come in a
BMW and gulp down pizzas for breakfast as he did but whose life would be
a struggle, each and every single day.
He was so wrapped up in his thoughts that it took him a moment to realize
that the lecture is finished. People were already filing out of the classroom,
except for her, who was still seated, paralyzed to the spot. He suddenly felt
a pang of pity on the girl who certainly looked like she's going through a lot
in life.
“Hey, are you alright? Do you want me to help you? “
“No .I 'm fine. Just that I' m tired out. Really……” She replied. Looking
slightly flustered.
'I suppose she's still recovering from the shock '.He thought. In a cheerful
stride, he continued.
“Hey, don't take her too serious. I know she makes it hard but we'll be fine
once we start studying.”
Another brave stab at conversation. The girl looked like she does not really
give a damn about pleasing the lecturer's standards at all.' What can you
expect when you yourself is not interested? That was a stupid question.'
Silently blaming his lack of common sense, he held out his hand in one big
smile.
“By the way, I'm Dinuka. From Bambalapitiye. How about you? “
“Oh, I'm Rasheeja. I'm sorry. Maybe we can talk later.”
She was murmuring something about having to go see her father. He
barely had time to open his lips and ask what on earth is going on. She had
literally fled out of the room. Dinuka looked at his hand still suspended in
mid-air and felt like an idiot. All he wanted was to make her feel okay and
she looked at him as if she's going to be raped. 'No wonder they say girls are
never meant to be understood '.He thought, while packing up his stuff to
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go home too.
That had been their very first meeting. He remembered how he could not
get her out of his mind that night. He kept trying to convince himself that
this is just another infatuation, that what attracted him towards her is just
that sense of incredible mystery that seemed to hang around her like an
invisible veil but he could not find a rational explanation as to why he kept
thinking of her terror stricken eyes, so large and beautiful and desperately
wanting to be loved.
After that, he fell into the regular habit of observing her unnoticed. In
class, he would choose a place as close to her as possible where he could
smell the faint odor of cologne that drifted out of her sometimes. Often
she would wear floral patterned blouses over plain colored skirts whose
frail edges made it quite obvious that she needed new stock. It was clear
that she could not afford even the cheapest of jewelry; those imitation
products they sell at wayside stalls, let alone the expensive mass.
Her earholes looked empty and deserted. Nevertheless, the sun tanned
contours of her fragile body rose like a serene painting over the sea of
artificial hairstyles and colored nails that have settled like fog over the rest
of the class.
She hardly smiled or talked with anyone. It was quite clear that she was
lonely too, for he caught her staring at the different groups in class merry
making during the breaks. Once or twice she would almost smile at their
light hearted banter and giggling. He knew she did not understand half the
things they taught during lectures but he could see her trying hard to
concentrate. But there were also times when she seemed to be lost in a
totally different world that brought her so much pain. He could see it
bursting out of her eyes however much she tried to keep it hidden.
Certainly, this girl was a mystery and indeed, thinking of her was such
beautiful torture.
Once or twice, he caught her looking at him too. The first time it
happened, his heart skipped a beat. Every time their eyes crossed, she
would immediately cast them down and pretend not to have noticed.
There were times when he attempted a few more conversations but they
did not turn out to be entirely successful. The queerest thing about her was
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her absence in social media. Probably she could not afford it. But whatever
said and done, he could not get the image of her out of his mind, because
he loved her with a purity and depth that was true, fair and unconditional.

her eyes every time they happened to bump into each other at the
University. Probably she loved him too but what's holding her back? He was
determined that he will find this out, one way or the other.

It all happened during one sunny afternoon when he felt he would simply
die if he kept this ache hidden any longer. There were times when it had
almost burst out especially during those forced conversations but
something of her reserved nature told him to count his chances.
“Hey Rasheeja, I want to tell you something “
“What is it Dinuka? “ She inquired, stopping in the middle of the empty
hall, which was empty, except for the two of them. She was just getting
ready to leave.
“I was hoping to tell you this for quite some time. But I couldn't really
imagine…” His voice had started to trail off as he looked at her patient
face, calmly expecting him to carry on. Taking a deep breath, he let it all
gush out in one quick flow.
“Rasheeja, I love you. I love you with all my heart and main. I know we
have our imperfections but don't you think we can work it out together?
Somehow? I want you to think this over. Even if you refuse, I will love you
Rasheeja. I always will “
His voice was trembling with excitement. He saw the same mirrored back
to him as he looked at her soft, brown eyes. But it wasn't just excitement
alone. There was fear and there was pain.
“No. I'm sorry Dinuka. That's never going to happen. Please. I wish there
was a way but…”
She burst out of the hall, crying, and he could not understand her. But
irrespective of all the questions he wanted answers to, he could feel her
words hanging on to the sinews of his heart like thorns that wouldn't let go
and it hurt.

The rest of the class filed out of the lecture hall and were already headed
towards their separate ways. That's when he decided he's going to follow
her up. She took a 120 bus that was going to Pettah and got down close to
the railway station. The place was crowded with last minute passengers
running off to catch the train. Suddenly she took a left turn and disappeared
down one of the many littered streets that make up the Pettah shanties just
beside the railway station. He was not particularly surprised. All along he
had known her to be poor and under privileged. She stopped at one of the
tumbledown stalls that lined the street and spoke to a man at the counter.
The man was bare chested and large, with a moustache stained with betel.
Standing in front of his sweaty and overarching frame, she looked so small
and vulnerable.
A middle aged man was approaching them at the same time. Shabbily
dressed and smoking a cigarette. His callous arms and legs bathed in sweat
showed that he's been laboring all day. The man gave a thumbs up to the
other and pulled a 500 Rupee note from his back pocket. “I'll quickly have a
wash and come “ , he croaked to Rasheeja who was staring at him like a
frightened doe. The greedy look in his eyes was obvious.

It had been one week since he last saw her at lectures. All this while, he's
been trying to push this matter out of his mind but it kept hitting him at
random times , like a wound that refused to heal .Now , as he saw her
approaching , he wished he could replay what happened all over again ,
editing that ' no' for a ' yes'. With a pang of pity he realized that during the
past few days, she had become as fragile as ever which again made him
wonder what she's going through. But what he could not understand at all,
let alone the kind of life she led, was that look of unspoken longing behind
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All this time, Dinuka had been watching, frozen to the spot. The realization
that all along he's been loving a prostitute was too hard to take up. He crept
out of the shadows and went behind her.
“Rasheeja “He said, his voice trembling.
At the sound of his voice, she turned. When she saw him standing beside
her, her eyes grew wide with shock and shame.
“Please Dinuka. Don't tell this to anyone. My parents are jobless and this is
the only choice I had. Dinuka, please I don't...”
He did not let her finish whatever she's going to say. In fact, he hardly heard
her. Holding her tight, he began to cry, the words spilling faster than tears
and as desperate as words can ever be.
“I don't care Rasheeja. Please let me love you. Please. I will take you out of
this hell. Somehow. I can't bear to see you in this much pain. I love you.
Please…”
With great pain, she gently pushed him away.” I love you too Dinuka. I ' m
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sorry , “ and before he had time to realize what ' s happening , she turned
away from him and started treading across the littered street , into the all
too familiar world of torture and loss and grief.
He started to run after her but stopped short in his tracks and watched as
she slowly started disappearing out of his sight. He realized that even if the
Prince had all the luxuries in the world, some Cinderellas just can't be
saved. Suddenly, Rasheeja turned back and smiled, before vanishing
completely into the dark mess of buildings and shadows. They may not
have held hands under a Willow tree or kissed under the golden moonlight,
but at that moment Dinuka knew that as long as he had the memory of that
sweet and innocent smile, one that can end wars and cure cancer, safe and
precious in his heart , he would always smile.
•••

WILLIAM C. BLOME
(USA)
The Loomster And The Clanger
He had been making one long trip each year for three years now,
barnstorming, as he liked to call it, moving flea-market-to-flea-market
south, from Albany, New York to just below Fort Myers, Florida, where he
had slap-dash made himself an acceptable winter home out of five
connected cargo containers. The powers-that-be in the area had let him
erect his dwelling behind the rear wall of a gated community. His home, out
of sight and out of mind, actually helped prop up and secure the flank, so to
speak, of the richer community, and for this reason, he was tolerated if not
truly welcome.
He always began his annual migration south in a truck loaded with packages
of men's underwear. His goal was to arrive in Florida with an empty truck
and a shoebox full of cash hidden under the front seat beside him. When he
had begun this late-fall barnstorming three years ago, he had factored in
things such that if his per-trip goal were achieved, the profit difference
between what he paid out for the Fruit-of-the-Loom underwear he bought
in Canada (which was why he had some time back dubbed himself The
Loomster), plus the cost of food, gas, hygiene, etc., subtracted from the very
least he would sell his stuff for (and he always assumed that for the twomonth-long voyage, he'd live completely out of his truck), would net him
somewhere in the neighborhood of $4,000. Of course it wasn't any fortune,
but it was ample money to spend on jai-alai and greyhounds, Old Smuggler
scotch, and living out the winter in warmth while still having enough
money for the three-day drive back to Albany come April.
But this year the Loomster figured the journey would be his last, simply
because in the warm Florida winds of its conclusion, he planned to marry a
woman who was a fellow migrant, a fellow itinerant peddler, who hawked
her wares---auto parts and pots and pans---from the rear of an old dairy
truck.
She had first pulled alongside the Loomster's crimson tarp at a long-closed
drive-in movie near Scranton, on a pennant-flapping, brisk and sunny
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Sunday. It was during the after-breakfast hours, and she was admiring the
predominantly male crowd that were bending down and pecking over the
Loomster's fanned-out packages of underwear. Her auto parts much outnumbered her pots and pans, and she guessed they would appeal to the
Loomster's audience while not directly competing, of course, with his sets
of briefs. As she parked and turned the motor off, she reached down
behind her seat and fished out an old sweater (for no reason other than
some guy had recently told her she had great tits in this tight brown
sweater). She pulled it on over her tee-shirt, squirted some Emeraude at
random places on the wool, and literally met the Loomster shoulder-toshoulder as she stepped off her truck. As he watched and listened to her
moving and selling her goods throughout the morning, he began to think
of her as The Clanger.
Over the following weeks, this became a repeated scene in Baltimore,
Petersburg, and Florence. As the climate gradually warmed, so did their
relationship, moving from a hope-to-see-you-again caressing handshake
leaving Scranton, to earlobe-soaking nibbles in Maryland, to tonguekissing, touchie-feelie moments and long goodbyes in Virginia, to the first
of five intercourses in the rear of her truck in South Carolina (where the
horizontal Loomster couldn't help imagining how stacked racks of empty
buttermilk bottles must have jangled incessantly as the milk truck made its
morning rounds), to brow-reddening fellatio and next-stop-marriage just
north of the Florida line near Brunswick.
But marriage never happened for these two flea-marketeers, because by
virtue of arriving two days early in St. Augustine (their first chosen point
of rendezvous in Florida) and by parking out of plain view beneath some
sycamores at an obscure edge of the chosen site, the Loomster was already
there in place and watching when the Clanger rolled in late on a darkening
Friday afternoon.
At first, he just anxiously waited for her to slide back her door and emerge
onto Florida soil, his busty Venus birthed in front of him, not more than,
say, two football fields away from where he was parked. But after maybe
half an hour of patient waiting, he noticed that though a door of his
sweetheart's truck had been pushed open, nothing else had happened.
Through a pair of binoculars, the Loomster nervously began to scan
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things.
He first thought (absurdly) that if he peered hard enough at the truck's
painted-over side, he might actually discern the bleed-through name or
logo of the dairy that had once owned it. But since the location and angle of
his spying were secure enough to allow him clear and safe looks through the
open door and into the truck itself, the Loomster so investigated, and
though the light of the day was failing, and though he would later run
through plausible-explanation-after-plausible-explanation as if they were a
stack of index cards labeled “OK Excuses,” what the Loomster came to
witness inside the Clanger's truck immediately ruined all his plans.
There were five tiny and brightly-clad Chinamen huddled in an oval
'round the Clanger, who was seated on a stack of old pizza boxes. It took the
Loomster a little while to confirm that though she was wearing her usual
old sweater, the Clanger was buck-naked below the waist. But what most
held his attention were the steady, almost-patterned movements of the five
Chinese. Each was in a rhythmic sequence of bringing his hands together
beneath his chin, looking piously upward in prayer for several long
seconds, then clapping his hands and bending his head downward to the
Clanger's feet and staying there for several additional seconds before
popping back up like a jack-in-the-box, looking to the left, looking to the
right, and then moving to his right and stopping and repeating the ritual all
over again. The Loomster believed that despite a pervasive silence, beyond
any doubt the entire scene was occurring to the wail of horns, the stroking
of strings, and the smack of drums from a boom box out of view. However,
the Asians stayed in a shifting, licentious circle about the Clanger—about
the Loomster's betrothed—and it took no adjustment of the binoculars'
focus knob to place a sharp image of the Clanger's ecstatic face on the
Loomster's tearful eyes.
Thus did such a gaudy, outlandish scene become the vivid fabric which the
Loomster grabbed to cloak his on-the-spot decision to reach forward and
turn on his ignition. He raced the U-Haul's neutral engine until it roared
like a lion, and he randomly wondered if there were lions anywhere in
China. He wondered how long it had been since the Clanger's Chinamen
had stood on the soil of their native land. Then the Loomster decisively
shifted into Drive and headed south, the lion and soil questions gradually
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dispersing like thinned-out vapors, the lion and dirt questions eventually
being replaced by the Loomster's wondering if (as he had once heard) the
authorities in Daytona Beach (Daytona Beach a place he'd never worked,
Daytona Beach a place he was going to take all kinds of time to get to)
allowed vendors to drive out and hawk their wares directly on the sand.

Faux Fable: Plurality And Unity
Maurice was known throughout Brittany as the man with a handlebars in
his mouth, because when he was seventeen and bicycling like a fiend over
the hills and fields, a day came when rabbits out of nowhere began to cross
his path, and though he squeezed his brakes for all he was worth and then
some, the hares hopped faster than Maurice had been pedaling, and so he
shot forward and open-mouthed into the curved chrome tubing directly in
front of his face, and as he screamed to a stop, it was immediately as if the
chrome and his lips had been welded to each other. And what really came
to seem strange and out of this world was the fact that through plain-as-day
gestures, Maurice immediately let it be known—grandly—that he wanted
“this unlikely but swell metal marriage of mine to last for the ages,” and
thus he would not under any circumstances “cotton to clinical separation,
surgical divorce, or anatomical annulment” apart from the logistically
necessary removal of the handlebars (and himself ) from the body of his
bicycle.
Perhaps as a result of this rapid satisfaction with his fate, he was soon able to
smile, speak, eat, and sleep without continuous impediment or
embarrassment. As time sped by, Maurice acquired a fortune for himself
and his village by charging a monstrous stipend-per-pilgrim for all the
folks who heard about him and journeyed to meet him. These were people
(some simple, some complicated) who by and large left satisfied after
asking Maurice over and over for the many secrets (or even just a single
secret) of his constant, shiny smile.
Moral: Money comes easy if you can see any small thing as a piece
of one big thing.
•
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Mr. Faun
Her interview is at 11:30, and the bus ride to Towson was long enough this
hot July morning to muss her up and make her feel sweaty and disheveled.
As she glances at her watch and notices she's arrived a good half-hour early,
she looks about for somewhere to freshen up. An old and bubbling fountain
in front of the courthouse seems ideal to her, so she removes her watch and
shoes, and then her blouse and skirt and stockings. She makes a neat bundle
of her clothes and handbag, and she tucks it under a nearby bench. Then she
gingerly steps forward and into the beckoning jets of water, but they're
much more forceful than she had reckoned, and that, plus the shock of cold
water, jolts her backward and almost upends her, though she stands her
ground and quickly becomes refreshed. When she steps out of the fountain,
she has to use her clothes to dry herself off, and she only hopes her
appearance is not too much the worse for her lack of foresight. Anyhow,
doing all of this, she still manages to enter the courthouse, go up a flight of
stairs, and arrive at her interview with a little time to spare.
There are no other people in the room save the smiling interviewer himself.
He says a kindly greeting and introduction and then promptly asks her
about Mr. Faun—did she say hello to him as she refreshed herself in the
fountain, and what had she thought of him?
The young woman says no, she didn't see anyone else at all when she cooled
off in the fountain.
The interviewer, seeming to expand a tad in self-importance, walks over to
the window and peers down at the fountain for several seconds. Then he
turns and says in a somewhat agitated voice, “Well, I wonder what you've
done with Mr. Faun? He practically lives in the fountain, you know. Why,
you could say he's really a part of our fountain, and now he's not there. Just
what did you do to him?”
Slowly and deliberately, the woman decides not to argue anything. She
decides not to discuss anything any further and that the interview (which
never quite began) is at an end. She stands up and walks to the door, and she
departs the interviewer's office with, “Believe me, I have no idea what you're
talking about. I repeat: I didn't encounter anybody near or in your
fountain, but I'll tell you now, I no longer want to work here. Have a good
day.”
But immediately after she descends the stairs and is about to exit the
building, two uniformed police appear and request that she come with
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them for some “simple interrogation concerning Mr. Faun.”
“Look,” she says, “I just told my interviewer I didn't see anyone hanging
around the fountain when I was there a little while ago. No one whatsoever.
I'm sorry if this Mr. Faun is suddenly not where he's supposed to be, but I
honestly can't help you folks at all.”
At this, both of the officers kind of chuckle to one another, and then the
female officer glances at her partner and says, “Lady, we can't begin to tell
you how often we hear statements pretty much like that. Me and Muley
here would be rich cops if we had a fifty-cent piece between us for every
time somebody mutters words to that effect. But now in your case, I must
say the big difference is that no one's ever swiped—or done away
with—Mr. Faun.” Muley then adds, “You're right, Denise, you're right. I
don't know of anyone else who's ever even considered laying a finger on
Mr. Faun, and so that makes this situation as different as night from day.”
•

Stipulations
Sweetheart, I think now's the time for us to build a dandy cornucopia; you
know, something big- jungle-gym size for the side of our house facing weird
Hazel's property. I figure for the exterior we can use that paper
mache/stucco stuff we see the down-and-out Cherokee using all the time to
slather over, cover, and spruce up the stretched-out skins and pelts they're
always nailing to wooden slats and strips they anchored some time back as
skeletons for their up-from-this-earth huts. I've often had Cherokee
gesture to me that this sticky compound they get from firing cornhusks,
corncobs, corn stalks, tar, and rainwater all together in missionary-size vats
dries quickly and becomes hard as a bison's dick, and I've heard them
mutter it's a super insulator too. And, Cutes, my guess is the finished
exterior of our cornucopia could then easily take and hold a coat or two of
paint.
Kind of to my surprise, Hazel was all-in on the idea when I trotted it by her
yesterday. But you know Hazel: she still had to voice one or two
stipulations, and I promised her I'd let you know about 'em. So here they
are, and in the same order she told me:
1. We're never to have any signage that labels or formally designates
the structure “CORNUCOPIA”. (And it naturally follows, Hazel
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said, that no pregnant animal can ever go inside it.)
2. We are to tirelessly and ceaselessly attempt to develop and culture
(of all things!) geraniums with tough and sharpened foliage that
will enable the plants to aggressively jump at the chance, so to
speak, to spear, shred, mince, and devour fishes of the sea for their
very important nutrients, even though, of course, no such live
oceanic animals will probably ever get within mucho miles of our
home-and-cornucopia.
3. We must annually project a full-length movie onto the crusty,
outer wall of the cornucopia, and specifically, we are to do it at
nightfall of the summer solstice. (Hazel could care less whether or
not there's any sound accompanying the showing, but (go figure!)
she is adamant that any film presented must have been directed
and produced overseas.)
Sure, there's some mighty quirky stuff here, but myself, I don't see any deal
breakers, and I really think we could bust sod at any time and commence
construction on this mother. But, heart-throb, I wanted you to have the
chance to put all this information through at least a night of your sleep and
dream filters. 'Kind of rhetorically smear the idea over those tits of yours
and poke it into an orifice or two. Then you tell me tomorrow what you're
thinking is. Tell me early in the day, as sunshine floods through our eastern
window and paints the kitchen wall; tell me as I waltz into the kitchen and
sloppy-kiss you good morning, good morning; tell me as you stay in place,
slouched against your stove, fixing me one terrific breakfast.
•••
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GLEN PHILLIPS
(AUSTRALIA)
Hung Out to Dry

A Game of Rounders
The air-raid siren sounded as we were walking to school in the light midAugust rain. In our worn leather schoolbags the curried egg sandwiches cut
for our lunches by our father were steadily infusing our school pads and
textbooks with their rich aroma. Half in alarm, half in puzzlement, I
shouted to my elder brother who was getting on his bike once more as he
reached the crown of the steep hill,
'Hey! Is there really going to be an air-raid? Shouldn't we get under
the culvert back there?'
'Colin, you idiot, we're winning the war,' he shouted back hoisting onto his
shoulders the ex-army haversack he used these days and swinging into the
saddle of his 28-inch bike. He'd bought that with the money earned from
his morning paper round. 'Someone's climbed up on the siren post. I'm
going to see what's happened.'
'Wait for us!' I called. But he didn't. And then a great cacophony of
steam train whistling we called cock-a-doodle-dos broke out from the
station yards, answered by what sounded like half the car hooters in town.
We hurried down the hill and up the next rise towards the school gate where
we could see a crowd of other kids gathered to watch the siren sounder
standing on the handlebars of his bike leaned against the siren post in the
paddock next to the school. Then we recognised it was shock-haired Barney
Blakely reaching up with a long stick to whack at the siren button. Only the
local policeman was normally allowed to sound it. He would bring a ladder
sticking out of his motorcycle sidecar for the purpose. Barney Blakely
hadn't been the same since he blew out an eye and lost most of one hand
when pounding stolen detonators with a hammer before school one
morning. It was just the daft kind of thing he would do. The smartest girl in
the school, big Deidre Jones, with breasts like a woman, was announcing to
all that the war was over,
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'It's Victory over the Pacific Day. The fifteenth of August. And the
Government will give us a holiday next month. It was on the wireless.' Her
father was the bank manager with a wooden leg from the Great War. They
could afford the best radio in town. It had to be true.
'The war's over!' 'Hooray we won the war!' 'We beat the damn Japs!'
'V-P Day! V-P Day!' came the cries of our schoolmates as teachers arrived to
herd us into the school. But the button of the siren had stuck on and a
teacher was sent to bring Barney down while another was sent to phone the
authorities. Barney was taken to the headmaster's office but we hoped that
he would be let off considering the long war was over. Our spirits went on
lifting all through the first lessons. Everyone was whispering about what
they hoped for the future—the missing uncles and fathers coming back,
toys in the shops again, petrol for the cars so we could go on picnics and the
end of food ration tickets. The girls only thought about new clothes to
replace the patched hand-me-downs they'd been stuck with for years.
'Maybe there will be fireworks for Guy Fawkes Day this November,' I
suggested.
'No one goes to play-time until they've done the twenty sums on
the board,' yelled the exasperated teacher. Our heads bent to the task for we
knew there would be fresh news about the end of the war to share at the
mid-morning break.
When the teachers came back to the classrooms it was clear they had spent
most of their time in the staffroom listening to the school wireless set. They
were smiling and shaking hands in mutual congratulations as if they had
been away fighting for the country themselves instead of presiding over
wooden desks and wooden-headed country urchins like us. School
celebrations were to be planned for the following days with each class
contributing. But the biggest news was that today there would be a halfholiday granted by the State Lieutenant Governor himself, a man wellknown to be genial and generous towards children.
All the rest of the morning we abandoned formal lessons and planned the
festivities for the next day. I was commissioned to write the class play about
a mysteriously appearing and disappearing dog, which would keep hiding
under the family sofa. Others planned marching displays, recitations and
someone offered to dress up as a gypsy and tell fortunes. Then we were all
called to a school assembly for an address by the headmaster.
'Boys and girls and my fellow teachers,' he began, stretching his
scrawny neck while his bald head was mottled with emotion, 'good has
Prosopisia
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triumphed over evil in the world today. The wickedness of Adolf Hitler and
Tojo has been punished. You, the innocent children of the world, have been
saved from their cruel armies and the world can be free again.' At this
moment unfortunately he suffered a coughing fit and though the school
secretary brought a glass of water, eventually the sturdier staff members half
carried him away to the school office. Whereupon, the deputy head, Mr
Chuck Taylor, an ex-Canadian immigrant and recently returned air-force
man with a dapper moustache and only one arm stepped forward to save
the day.
'Boys and girls, you are lucky to have this half-holiday so do not
waste it. Prepare for your class celebrations if you can but the school buses
are waiting to take the Sunnyside and Humphrey's Mill children home. So
they may leave.' There was some scurrying for a moment until the deputy
re-established order with his snappy commands and what seemed to many
of us a movie star accent. He wished us, on this happy day, to remember the
fallen soldiers who had given their lives for our country: 'Today has
changed all our futures, so be joyful, thankful and go back to your families.'
As if primed to perform, the school flock of magpies started carolling from
the tall sugar gums.
Somehow we did feel blessed by him as he waved his one good arm, his
other sleeve fluttering empty. Only later we heard that the headmaster had
been taken to the hospital. A slight stroke was mentioned but few of us
knew what that meant, having only previously experienced the stroke of his
heavy cane.
As we flocked away down the road back to the town centre we were in a
tumult of conversations and speculation about the way the local people
would celebrate officially.
'Let's spend the afternoon down at the Mitchells! We can have our
own sports day. Rounders, cricket and they have a tennis court.' It was Sid
Loney from Standard Eight. The Mitchells were an elderly couple who
raised the Union Jack everyday at their gate and always seemed to have a
slice of cake and a glass of home-made lemonade for any child who came to
the door during the war. Mr Mitchell had been a champion footballer back
in England and loved to encourage the kids to play sports and get fit for
when it would be their turn to 'join up' as he said. Mrs Mitchell was just
happy to be safely far away from the dreadful wars. Maybe they had lost a
son in the fighting against the Germans some kids said.
Some of us went home for a cricket ball and food for a picnic. My brother
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had saved enough from collecting empty aerated water bottles to get two
new full ones of American Creaming Soda from the little cool-drinks
factory at the bottom of the hill. I had nothing to bring so I took a short cut
through the Coverley's orchard and filled my schoolbag with clandestine
granny smith apples, fresh off the trees.
Then we all converged on the Mitchells. Jocelyn Wheatstone, who was
best friends with Deidre Jones, had already ridden over there and gained
Mr and Mrs Mitchell's support for the 'Victory Sports' afternoon on their
side lawn. In fact, Mr Mitchell had offered to be organiser and umpire
whatever the sporting events were to be. The girls wanted to play rounders,
a kind of softball game, and the boys wanted to play cricket. But, as usual,
the girls won the arguments.
The game was pretty slow as Mr Mitchell was something of a fusspot about
rules while Mrs Mitchell set up a table on the verandah for the cool-drinks
and afternoon tea. Some of the big girls from Standard Nine, who earlier
had been lying on the couch that morning in the school sickroom, as so
often seemed to happen, were helping to mix up the lemonade cordial and
raspberry vinegar. At last everything seemed to be set up to actually start
the game, although the boys intended to play only reluctantly, breaking
the rules whenever they could to disrupt the action.
Mr Mitchell organised two mixed teams. He shouted instructions and
coached the sluggish ones to greater efforts. Jocelyn Wheatstone was
appointed captain and pitcher for the fielding team. She was tall and
strong and even the boys found it difficult to hit her swinging pitches.
Until Horrie Fisher came up to the 'plate'. His dad was a burly local farmer
and Horrie had inherited plenty of his strength. He thwacked the softball
hard and high across the little meadow and into the blackberry bushes by
the creek. Several girls in the outfield trotted after it. And Mr Mitchell
yelled,
'Come on, you're all running like old women! How do you think
our diggers would have defeated the Nips if they charged a machine gun
post like that?'
This seemed to spur little dark-haired Petula Williams, my secret favourite
among the Standard Sixers, to run like a fawn into the bracken at the
paddock's edge. She disappeared with a faint cry and sound of a splash. The
other girls put on a spurt and could be heard excitedly helping poor Petula
up the bank. For some reason the rest of us respectfully held to our
positions waiting to see the outcome. And Petula was indeed soaked, her
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legs covered in red mud. The bigger girls fussed around her until finally
they came across the rough grass in a phalanx.
'She's ok. We can play on now but it's not fair if the boys hit the ball
so far. Stay out the back there, Petula.' This was Deidre Jones, always bossy.
Mr Mitchell seemed a little nonplussed. Then he announced that indeed if
the ball was hit too far by the boys, the batter would be called out. Horrie
looked sheepish but some of the other boys chorused that it was not fair.
'The girls have the advantage they play rounders all the time!'
complained Sid Loney.
'Now, now!' responded Mr Mitchell sharply. 'We are not going to
have dispute that could end in a war between the boys and the girls. Not on
this day of all days!' Then he turned away and commanded pitcher Jocelyn
to 'play'. Almost in slow motion the game restarted but none was more
robotic than Petula. When the ball came her way she ran somewhat stifflegged and effected a sort of curtsey when she had to pick up the ball.
Finally when the batting side was all out, Mr Mitchell declared a half-time
break and everybody went up to the verandah to get drinks and the
butterfly lemon cupcakes Mrs Mitchell had laid out. Petula came slowly,
escorted by two of her Standard Six girlfriends.
I asked my brother what the time was even though I knew he didn't have a
watch. But whom else could I have asked? 'Two hairs past a freckle,' was his
response. 'Go and ask Mr Mitchell, why don't you?' I turned to go there and
stood beside him. He was checking whether Petula Williams was recovered
from her ducking and getting enough refreshment as he bent attentively
over her. I waited for a while and at last he noticed me and asked
impatiently:
'Young Colin, why haven't you been joining in the game of
rounders?'
I explained I was waiting in the hope there would be running races.
Nevertheless, I too felt strangely attracted to the Petula's mud-stained
figure and managed to stand next to her at the tea table and follow her to
where she sat down discreetly on a cane sofa. She sniffed a lot but I hurriedly
told her how much I liked walking in the bush or riding my bike along the
forest roads. She kept on eating impassively but at the same time she did not
turn away. I felt happy.
There was a bit of a commotion then out at the front gate of the house and
we all turned to look. The afternoon tea break stopped abruptly for a figure
in Australian Army khaki uniform was being led in from the street, through
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the roses and up the steps on to the verandah. I went over and asked Mr
Mitchell for the time right then and there.
'Later, later, sonny. Go and stand out of the way of the bigger
children! All you kids move back a bit because look, we have a hero here!
You can all assemble at the bottom of the steps and give this digger three
cheers!'
I was watching like the others, awed and excited. A real hero, a returned
soldier right there amongst us. Two local men were supporting him. One
was the fat butcher who always gave my mother an extra special bit of meat
and the other was a silver frosted military-looking gentleman from the First
World War, or even the Boer War. But the hero was looking tired or ill, his
feet dragging. There was stain of vomit on the lapel of his tattered army
jacket and he only occasionally opened both eyes.
'Give him more air!' called Mrs Mitchell, rushing across the
verandah waving a silk handkerchief. 'The poor lad was in prison camp in
the jungle until he nearly died.'
He looked a little old for a lad but we were used to all soldier men being
referred to in this way. They led him towards the refreshments table but it
was clear he wasn't going to be able to stand up any more that day.
Then suddenly he seemed galvanised into action, gave a half-throttled
cheer and fiercely sang 'Another little drink wouldn't do us any harm!'
before his head sank down again on his chest again and the helpers dragged
him through the front door into the passageway through the house. We
heard raised voices offering suggestions to undo his belt and take off his
jacket and trousers.
'They're laying him out on the bed,' loudly whispered one of the
big girls who had managed to squeeze past adults to look into the passage.
'Couldn't you see?' yelled Barney Blakely, grinning wickedly with
his one good eye blinking. 'He'd messed his pants! That's why they're
changing them.'
But Sid Loney flew at him with fists hammering his chest, 'You bloody
bastard, Barney! Don't you dare say that about a true Aussie hero!'
And then we all chimed in, yelling and slapping the ducking figure of
Barney, who had to absorb the wrath even of most of the girls but especially
Fanny Hardy, who slapped him as she sobbed piteously. Until at last Barney
seemed to slip between the verandah rails into the hydrangeas below and
made off limping in he direction of the thickets of bracken down at the
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creek. We glimpsed him once more, struggling up the steep slopes towards
the karri-forested hilltop. But we felt satisfied that honour had been
restored somehow.
'Petula, we should be going.' It was Deidre. 'We promised my
mum we would help her do the stone fruit preserving this arvo. Dad will be
wild if she doesn't use the new Vacola bottling outfit he gave her for her
birthday.'
'Oh, ok then, Deidre. I was just going to hear about Colin's plan to
ride all the way to Dunderup. See you at school tomorrow, Colin.'
Going home with my brother I was thinking about that returned soldier
and victory. The dawn of a new changed way of life for everybody. At last it
would be without the ever-present blight of war. But I found myself
thinking of Petula too. It was as if I was facing a change inside of me due to
more than end of the war. But suddenly I thought of the fugitive.
'Wonder what happened to Barney? I said to my brother.
'What are you worrying about him for? This is V-P day. The
greatest day in our lives!'

ALBERT RUSSO
(FRANCE)
Paris, France & Other Myths
When I thought of you from my abode in Africa I also often thought of the
United States. You were both unreachable places, at once too sophisticated
and too fabulous for me. You, France, the most cultured nation in the
world, the land of Human rights, of Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité, and you
America, the country of the future, with your sleek cars, your skyscrapers,
your modern inventions and your Hollywood stars.
When, in my teens, I first arrived with my mother to visit Paris, I was
bowled over by your monuments, the Eiffel Tower, Notre Dame,
Montmartre and the famed Champs Elysées, and, yes, I agreed that you
were the most beautiful of all cities.
But when as a young adult I chose to live in the French capital, in the late
1970s, everything I believed in got distorted and I had to revise my hopes,
and then, for the first time, I began to dream of Africa, the continent of my
birth, with its bright light, its kind people, its wide expanses and its simple
ways. Suddenly I realised how dark your moods were, how grey and black
your façades looked, how unpleasant your buses and the métro smelled, and
how smokey and mediocre many of your brasseries were.

(November, 2016.)

My first rented apartment, not far from Porte de Champerret, had a basic
washroom, with a shower linked to the basin by a rubber pipe, with a
medicine cabinet whose mirror was cracked, and an old narrow WC. My
desk room gave onto the Périphérique - ring road - which surrounded the
city; the traffic was so noisy that I had to put the volume of France Musique
at the loudest, so as to neutralise the din the hundreds of cars and trucks
made, which prompted the concierge to warn me that the other tenants were
complaining, and that was only during the day, so I had to buy earplugs to
be able to work. As for my bedroom, it was covered with wallpaper, so old
and faded you couldn't tell whether it was originally green, brown or even
rust, and it was pealing in every corner, and yet I was supposed to be living
in the better part of the 17th arrondissement.
If I insist on the description of this place it is because, apart from the
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luxurious Hôtels particuliers - mansions, not hotels - in which the very rich
and famous lived, my apartment was considered standard, even somewhat
bourgeois. The walls were so thin you could hear the conversations next
door, as well as from the floors above and below mine.
I was lucky to get a telephone line within three months, because the
landlord knew a director at France Télécom. Some people had to wait up to
five years to get connected. It was hard to believe, since this was supposed to
be a rich and developed country.
But most of all, it is the population that surprised me. I later learned what
the word parisianisme meant: arrogance, clannishness, rude manners, and
no matter if you came from the provinces or from abroad, you were
considered naive, if not downright stupid.
Where were the elegant women, so praised around the world, where were
the gentlemen?
Wasn't France, and especially Paris, known for l'étiquette, le bon goût, la
politesse, la joie de vivre, la haute couture and, particularly, la cuisine raffinée?
Yes, all those qualities existed, but I seldom saw or felt them, only on the
Television screen when they interviewed famous actors and singers, dressed
to the tee, during the Cannes film festival, or when the country laid down
the red carpet for the royals, the presidents or the sheiks, and on the 14th of
July, when in 1792, the monarchy was abolished, giving way to la
Révolution française. Oh, Paris receives foreign officials more lavishly than
anywhere else on the planet, and from Place de la Concorde to the Champs
Elysées, the spectacle is dazzling; very few can compare to the French:
Queen Elizabeth II's coronation, maybe, and much more recently, the
opening session of the Beijing Olympic games; actually the Chinese have
become the masters of mass celebrations, for they are the ones who have
invented fireworks and so many other artifacts unknown in Europe for
centuries.
All of what precedes may lead you to think that I dislike France, and Paris in
particular. I grew up in both English, my mother tongue, and French, my
adopted tongue, since I studied in both languages, then I have to add my
'paternal' tongue which is Italian, the language I find most soothing when I
read it. Around me, during my childhood, I heard Judeo-Spanish, the
language spoken by the Sephardic Jews who were lucky enough to flee
Spain, albeit penniless, and thus to have their life spared by the Inquisition
executor, Torquemada, under the reign of Isabel The Catholic and her
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husband King Ferdinand, all of this with the blessing of the Pope. So much
said for Christian charity and compassion. And to think that a few years
ago, the Vatican had the intention of canonising, i.e., of declaring Isabel the
Catholic a saint. There is a French king still known as Saint Louis, in spite of
the fact that he was extremely cruel with the Jews who lived on his territory.
Yes, I still love the city of Paris and France, it's fabulous culture, its cinema,
its art, its great music and singers, its provinces, specially some parts of Ile de
France (the region around the capital), Normandy, Brittany, the Auvergne
and Provence, among others, which so many great painters immortalised.
That is the France I wish to remember, not what it has become: a violent,
uncouth and unwelcoming country, which is now suffering from Islamic
terrorism, and this will be lasting for generations. I mostly blame the
governments and the media because they have been lying to the population
during these last fifty years, being so politically correct, that no one dares
mention the criminals for what they are or who they represent.
I often claim that History is a very unreliable field and that it ought to be
constantly updated in order to approach the truth - facts seems a better word
-, for it is always written subjectively and, still worse, it reflects the ideology
of the historian. A leftist researcher will undoubtedly offer you the clichés of
his beliefs, so will the rightist. History should never be about feelings or
about what one deems moral or immoral. It should reflect reality. Easier
said than done, I must admit. During the colonial period - and I always
deem that to conquer a territory is a violation of the peoples who live in it,
the more so when it is obtained by suppressing the majority. Did I say,
morality is not a good argument where History is concerned? Well, here I
am behaving, not like an ideologist, but like a normal human being who
believes one must respect one's fellowmen, however different they may be.
You can't really express yourself about such important matters without
being political. Yes, indeed, that is a contradiction, after what I just stated a
bit earlier. We writers are forever doubting, since we are always trying to
approach the truth, or what we believe to be right, and most of the time, we
don't succeed, for one's truth is often another's lie.
This being said, the History of colonisation is an extremely varied one. And
yes, some colonisers were more benevolent than others, some were more
cruel. What irks me as regards Historians, and even worse, reporters, is how
ignorant they still are of the facts, and how tendencious they can be - here I
include people who write for the so-called prestigious media like The New
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York Times, The Times of London, the Guardian, Le Monde, or even the
BBC, for nothing is either all black or all white, and when I discuss that
with my African friends, we see eye to eye about this. Now, how politically
bold it is that some of my Congolese, Rwandan or Burundian colleagues,
be they university professors or writers themselves, claim that they
countries were much better off under Belgian rule and that the former
colonisers should return to put order in the terrible state which the
presidents of these nations have cast their peoples, destroying so much of
what was good under the Belgians, the more than 6,000 kilometres of
railway, the superb fluvial and air transportation, as well as the thousands of
hospitals and dispensaries, scattered around that huge state, as large as the
whole of Western Europe, 80 times the size of Belgium itself, and which
now have all but disappeared, for the misfortune of their populations, who
are now begging in the cities or starving, when there was such abundance of
food and an excellent sanitary system.
An aside here is necessary, for most of the world is still not aware of it.
Unlike all the other powers, Belgium, never wanted a colony in the first
place. It was king Léopold II, after the scandals of ill-treatment of the
Congolese folk - denounced mainly by Great Britain, which was now
seething with rage for not having absorbed 'the heart of darkness', along
with its other possessions -, who threw his 'personal property' (something
unimaginable, nay, unheard of in the history of colonialism) like a flow of
incandescent lava, into the halls of the Belgian Parliament in 1908. And
that little country transformed the Congo in just 52 years in what was
deemed a success, both economically and socially. Another example is
Zimbabwe - with a very different history -, which was the bread basket of
southern Africa, and which Mugabe has ruined to such an extent, that
millions of his compatriots are now forced into exile in South Africa, in
order to sustain themselves, and this to the utter dismay of the poor people
of the guest nation, causing riots and even deaths among the refugees, be
they from the Congo or other parts of Africa.
I am well placed to speak about these matters, inasmuch as I have lived
through five decolonisations: that of the former Belgian Congo (now the
Democratic Republic of Congo, which is by far the largest of the two
countries that bear the same name, the other one being Congo/Brazzaville,
a former French colony), Rwanda, Burundi, Zimbabwe and apartheid
South Africa. One of my anti-apartheid books was banned in the latter
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country when it was still under white rule. I was born in Katanga and grew
up in all the afore-mentioned nations, till I finished high-school. I still
speak some Swahili, when I am in the company of my Congolese friends of
Katanga and Kivu provinces. But what I am most proud of is that all my
books on Africa, in both my own French and English versions, are being
either studied, like in the Congo,Rwanda and Burundi, or read, like in
Ghana, Nigeria and South Africa, by the new generation of Africans who
did not live under the colonial yoke. They have a thirst to learn what
happened then. And I always try to be as fair as possible, never hiding the
negative sides of colonialism, but also showing the benefits they could get
from it. A point in case is formidable India, which now cooperates with
the UK in many fields, and in the most friendly terms.
I repeat: it is criminal to colonise other nations and to destroy their culture
- the way the Spaniards and the Portuguese did in South America, the
English in North America, or the Ottomans, who massacred more than
1.5 million Armenians. I shall add the Arabs, who invaded North Africa
and subjected the original populations there to near slavery - unfortunately
some still haven't abandoned that despicable human trade, like
Mauritania, and now, in a much more cruel form, the so-called Daesh
Caliphate. Today the Berbers, in the three Maghreb countries (Algeria,
Morocco and Tunisia), and the Copts (ten million Christians) in Egypt,
who, I repeat, were the original inhabitants of that whole region, suffer
under the Muslim Arab majority; their churches are often burnt down,
some get killed, others chased. Morocco has colonised the former Spanish
Sahara and its population, and, as a consequence, the Sarahoui are
suffering under their yoke. Israel too should abolish all the colonies of the
West Bank, for that too is a bad example. Yet, the whole world mainly
focuses on Israel, almost never on the much worse and inhuman
treatments inflicted on immigrants by the majority of the Muslim
dictatorships or autocracies, which practice the shariah law. In this regard,
I find the West terribly at fault: they favor their economic interests over
human rights. Just one example summarises all that is wrong and so
contemptible with Western attitude: Saudi Arabia, with its appalling
treatment of women, LGBT members, immigrant workers and other
religions - actually, it only allows the practice of Islam -, is one of Europe's
and, especially, America's major allies.
These abuses notwithstanding, one should not erase the positive things the
Belgians or the British achieved - here I refer again to India, the world's
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largest democracy - in their former colonies, in spite of the fact that they too
dominated the majority of the population and gave them no political voice
whatsoever until the early 1950s; the Belgians, as benevolent as they were,
treated the Congolese for a long time as if they would remain children their
whole life, yet, as late as 1958, i.e., two years before the Independence of
Congo / Zaïre, an international UN commission visited the country and
praised what the Belgians had done for the African population, as far as free
health service, primary education, and the start of interracial universities,
were concerned, including an infrastructure that was exemplary. It is a fact
that the Belgians greatly benefitted from the Congo financially, but it also
repaid the Congolese in a way that no other colonial power did. It had a
thirty then a ten-year plan to prepare the population to attain
Independence, but it is mainly the great powers of the time, the USA, the
Soviet Union, Great Britain, France, China, India and the Third World,
which precipitated that Independence, because, greedy that they were, for
the huge resources the country contained - and here I focus especially on the
former nations cited -, they pressed Belgium to 'liberate' the Congo just
within less than a year. As a consequence, the country was totally
unprepared, and it collapsed a few weeks after it gained independence, with
tribal wars raging like never before, the deadly illnesses that the Belgians had
obliterated, all came back, and, in a few years, the whole stupendous
infrastructure was destroyed, yes it was stupendous, when you think that
there were only 100,000 whites in the Congo, 3/4 of them working in the
civil service, and who usually did a pretty good job administering that
immense territory. Apart from Société Générale, Unilever and Union
Minière, the three mammoth companies that acted as states within a state,
yet offering their black employees a relatively decent life, these Europeans
lived comfortably, thanks to their Congolese servants and employees, but
they were certainly not rich people. Because of the 'great powers', with
their insatiable thirst for the mineral wealth of my country of birth, Congo /
Zaire lost a large segment of its population: in the last ten years more than
six million, some claim more, people died, particularly in its eastern
provinces. This is in fact the Third international war, after WWII, but it is
never acknowledged as such - for it is still going on -, because of the UN's
blindness. Yes, this war involved the Congolese army, the so-called rebels,
as well as the armies of Zimbabwe, Angola, Rwanda and Uganda, which,
instead of helping the population, raped or massacred them and divided the
spoils, along with the other big powers. Did you ever realise how important
the DRCongo is for the world? Without its minerals: its industrial
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diamonds, its copper, its gold, and particularly its coltan, you couldn't use
either your cell phone or your computer, and neither could you operate
them without the Israeli particles that are inserted in these electronic
devices. So much said for BDS. A bon entendeur salut!
•••
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CHARYA SAMARAKOON
(SRI LANKA)
Waiting For Godot: The Mirror And The Mask
“How would you know you weren't being a phony? The trouble is, you
wouldn't.”
-The Catcher in the RyeFor Beckett's strange caricatures of characters in 'Waiting for Godot' too,
that is the trouble. The interactions in their relationships with each other
do not give the impression of being genuine self-expressions. Instead they
seem more like groping attempts at finding an identity, a desperate bid at
'not being phony'. They all, consciously or unconsciously, make mirrors of
the other in their relationships. They use the image that the other has of
themselves to define their self and in the process, fail to see the other as a
person; just as when we stand before a mirror we don't see it as the mirror,
because we are not looking at the mirror, we are merely using it to look at
our own self.
The use of mirrors to reinforce one's sense of existence is common in
infants whose sense of the self and the other, and the boundary between
the two, are still not fully established. Psychologists have explained this
phenomenon as an attempt to overcome the loss of the real other (the
mother) 'in whose eyes he lived and moved and had his being, by
becoming another person to himself who could look at him from the
mirror.'
The characters in 'Waiting for Godot' too have imperfectly developed
from the infantile stages when even the temporary loss of the other
threatens the individual with the loss of the self. They still need mirrors to
verify their existence. As Pozzo puts it,
POZZO: I cannot go for long without the society of my likes (he puts on his
glasses and looks at the two likes) even when the likeness is an imperfect one.
The human interactions in 'Waiting for Godot' involve the means and
devices through which the various characters seek a reflection of their own
self in the others. Vladimir constantly appeals to Estragon to validate his
thoughts and memories. In the second Act, he tries in vain to make
Estragon agree with him that they had met Lucky and Pozzo the day before
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and that the place they are in now bears no resemblance to the Macon
country, where they had both been grape harvesting. He knows that both
these facts are true but he is seeking in Estragon a reflection of his own
thoughts and memories and he is distressed and confused when Estragon
obstinately refuses to confirm them.
ESTRAGON: (exasperated). I didn't notice anything, I tell you!
Silence. Vladimir sighs deeply.
VLADIMIR: You're a hard man to get on with, Gogo.
Estragon seeks validation from Vladimir too, but in a different way. Though
he rejects Vladimir's demands to confirm the latter's reality, his reactions to
reality are often defined by Vladimir's perceptions.
VLADIMIR: (stutteringly resolute). To treat a man . . . (gesture towards
Lucky) . . . like that . . . I think that . . . no . . . a human being . . . no . . . it's a
scandal!
ESTRAGON: (not to be outdone). A disgrace!
He resumes his gnawing.
Estragon's concern for Lucky is no more than a bland, almost unconscious
imitation of Vladimir, perhaps out of long habit. And so they both draw on
the other to reinforce their sense of the self, occasionally, to the satisfaction
of both.
ESTRAGON: We don't manage too badly, eh Didi, between the two of us?
VLADIMIR: Yes yes. Come on, we'll try the left first.
ESTRAGON: We always find something, eh Didi, to give us the
impression we exist?
The characters of Lucky and Pozzo too show a similar interdependency.
Lucky wants to conform to Pozzo's image of the carrier so that he can go on
being defined by Pozzo. He never puts down his heavy bags in the pauses in
their journey because,
POZZO: He imagines that when I see how well he carries I'll be tempted to
keep him on in that capacity.
In the second Act, when Pozzo is blind, Lucky puts the end of rope into
Pozzo's hand, because he prefers slavery and ill-treatment to the
meaninglessness which would follow the loss of his identity as Pozzo's
carrier.
In the same way, Pozzo is horrified when the role he plays as the assertive,
pompous landowner gives way to expose a more vulnerable face, and
hastens to reaffirm his usual image.
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POZZO: (calmer). Gentlemen, I don't know what came over me. Forgive
me. Forget all I said. (More and more his old self.) I don't remember exactly
what it was, but you may be sure there wasn't a word of truth in it. (Drawing
himself up, striking his chest.) Do I look like a man that can be made to suffer?
Frankly?
He is quite plainly acting a part which does not have even the slight
pretensions to authenticity which the roles of the other characters have. He
gives a grandiose 'explanation' of the twilight, and asks the two tramps for
their opinion of his 'performance'. Vladimir and Estragon slip into the role
of the audience that Pozzo wants them to play, thus defining their character
in relation to him.
POZZO: How did you find me? (Vladimir and Estragon look at him
blankly.) Good? Fair? Middling? Poor? Positively bad?
VLADIMIR: (first to understand). Oh very good, very very good.
POZZO: (to Estragon). And you, Sir?
ESTRAGON: Oh tray bong, tray tray tray bong.
POZZO: (fervently). Bless you, gentlemen, bless you! (Pause.) I have such
need of encouragement!
This uncertainty of identity which haunts all the characters in 'Waiting for
Godot' is evident from the moment that Estragon answers Vladimir's
comment on seeing him at the beginning of Act I.
VLADIMIR: (Turning to Estragon.) So there you are again.
ESTRAGON: Am I?
To each other, Vladimir and Estragon are Didi and Gogo. Estragon tells
Pozzo that his name is Adam. To Pozzo, Estragon is nothing more than any
other man; he is Adam, 'who by being the first man, is also the symbol for all
men.' When the boy calls for 'Mister Albert' at the end of each Act,
Vladimir responds to the name. It is Mister Albert that the boy is looking
for so he might as well be Mister Albert. Pozzo is very insistent in Act I upon
the importance of his name.
POZZO: (terrifying voice). I am Pozzo! (Silence.) Pozzo! (Silence.) Does that
name mean nothing to you? (Silence.) I say does that name mean nothing to
you?
Despite this, when he is helplessly prostrated, he answers to the names of
both Cain and Abel, emphasizing his need of the two tramps under
whatever name they choose to call him.
These identities which depend so much on others for their very existence
are necessarily precarious. They are 'fluid and fragmentary'; they change
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according to the presence or absence of the other, they are more an
amalgamation of different roles rather than a consistent whole.
But at some point every role becomes a mask, every definition becomes a
limitation. The definition of the self by the other sought to escape the
anxiety triggered by the question 'Who am I?'. But in fact, it has landed
them in a worse position. If the self is merely an aggregate of masks/ roles,
stripping off the masks, would be impossible. The question they sought to
evade presents itself in a more disturbing form. 'If I strip off all my masks, is
there anything underneath? Do I exist at all beyond my roles?'
In this attempt to maintain authenticity and freedom, the other is perceived
as a restraint. The persistent need for the other is still there but it is blended
with a disconcerting feeling of relief in the absence of the other.
VLADIMIR: I missed you . . . and at the same time I was happy. Isn't that a
strange thing?
The relationship is now fraught with uncertainty and ambiguity.
ESTRAGON: I sometimes wonder if we wouldn't have been better off
alone, each one for himself. (He crosses the stage and sits down on the mound.)
We weren't made for the same road.
VLADIMIR: (without anger) It's not certain.
ESTRAGON: No, nothing is certain.
He cannot decide whether he can best be 'himself' alone or together with
Vladimir. Estragon leaves Vladimir, only to come back to him again.
ESTRAGON: Don't touch me! Don't question me! Don't speak to me!
Stay with me!
VLADIMIR: Did I ever leave you?
ESTRAGON: You let me go.
Here lies the deepest tragedy of human existence, or the comedy. When
Estragon flippantly says 'Que voulez-vous ?' a little later in the play,
Vladimir exclaims 'Ah! que voulez-vous. Exactly.'
The only answer he can give in this play where 'nothing is certain' is perhaps
the humorous 'Je ne sais quoi'. It is this farcical vacillation and the horror of
being a stranger to oneself which is at the heart of the bleak and sterile
human relationships in Beckett's tragicomedy in two acts.
•••
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ANURAAG SHARMA
(INDIA)
Subscripting Suffering: The Recent Poetry of Satish Verma
Poets are Pygmalions. They are more than half-in-love with their creations.
Love breeds love and results in some sort of Narcissus complex the poet
seems to suffer from in due course of his poetic career. As soon as a poem is
finished, it seems to begin to master the poet. ('You are my creator but I'm
your master…' says the monster in Mary Shelley's Frankenstein). My faded
memory and fogged knowledge of Sanskrit scriptures seems to whisper a
sloka which says that the husband is actually the eleventh son of a wife who
has borne ten siblings. The wife feeds the husband as well but she is in turn
and return husbanded and mastered by the foster child—the eldest one!
At one level, love has an antechamber called fear. Fear and fascination are the
two sides of a similar coin. It sounds paradoxical but is not all existence built
on opposites? And is not life but a chequered board of juxtapositions?
The other day when I was sitting with Satish Verma, he suddenly handed me
over a piece of a paper on which was typed one of his recent poems. And he
said, “Read it. I'm hyper-creative these days…. I do not myself know as to
where from these poems emerge in e….”and as he was saying, I could feel a
smothered volcanic restlessness in his shaking utterance. The red hot crater
of his soul burnt alive and seemed to scare him. He was shaking not out of
weakness or of any fear outside his being: nothing, in fact, exists which does
not exist in his creative mind! The physicality and the tangible factuality of
things and experiences he encounters during his hectic schedules, tend to
gain some metaphysical dimension by the Midas-imagination of the poet in
him. He was shaking and the very trembling did remind of what Shelley
wrote about himself in Adonais:
…he, as I guess,
Hath gazed on natures naked loveliness
Acteon-like; and he fled astray
With feeble steps over the world's wilderness
And his own thoughts, along the rugged way
Pursued like raging hounds their father and their prey.
The poet's rage is demonic and Dionysian as well. It burns and yet serves as
propellant to further creativity of the poet.
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And he was shaking. And as I was looking at his face, I could feel the heat of
some molten lava simmering to erupt any moment. He is a self-haunted
poet. It may here be recalled that Satish is by profession a botanist and runs
a holistic institute. A number of patients do visit him every day and are
treated and cured by him. He has seen so much of suffering and
pain—listening to the still sad music of humanity, and he has seen it
through the poet's eyes, too. A sort of empathy with the suffering humanity
seems to make up for his poetic being. “There cannot be,” said Keats, “ any
beauty without wisdom and there cannot be any wisdom without
suffering.” And is it not remarkable, creditable also that Satish dedicated
one of his collections of poems, Footprints in the Dark, 'To my oceanic
pain…' which is pulsating in and around him? His are the poems, no
wonder, emerging or rather erupting like molten magma from the tectonic,
nay, the poetically empathetic plates which get sudden shifts and
imaginatively collide with the others' pain and suffering. His are the
poems, no wonder, born of such agonized encounters with dismal world
whimpering with pain.
A poem like 'Not Selling Anything' reads like an ode to a sense of victoryin-defeat in which the poet-cum-creator seems to feel a sort of tragic gaiety.
A poem about the compositional spurs, it reads like a palimpsest of his
creative self. To quote:
In relationships
with my poems
I feel defeated.
Misreading my own
Pulse, shifting the demographics
Of pain buyers.
What would happen
To the massive grief of words
That would not capture the moon.
Tinged with a pang of
Profiling the fall, before the snow arrives.
The loneliness of a
barren tree, waiting for the blind
owls, to measure the infrastructure
of decaying morals.
My adoration slumps.
I have started hating the poverty
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Of answers. Back to back
Repudiation takes over.
The poet simply feels defeated by his own creativity which certainly is larger
than the creator. Not otherwise, here the shadow seems to define the
substance or the shadow and the substance exchange their stances and roles.
It results in some loss in the form of misreadings. Communication
gap—isn't it? In selecting something, something else is left out. A journey,
howsoever little, is a journey and runs the risk of shedding something
during the course. 'Words…words… words…'--cried Hamlet and here is
Satish whispering to himself, 'pain…pain… pain…'. The shifting
demographics of pain buyers are all around and within and then what
erupts in the form of grief-stricken words seems to transcend or bypass his
own moon, his imagination. And he feels lonely, despite all empathic
efforts: lonely like a tree which is barren and waiting for the blind owls. The
barren tree has all the agony and helplessness about itself. And the very
agony of perceiving the decaying morals is similar to what Eliot, too, felt
when he wrote: “London Bridge is falling down… falling down… falling
down…”. And the poet, himself barren and helpless as he is, seems to need
no answer, craves for no panacea, for in his heart of hearts he knows the vast
ocean of pain beyond space and time that is and is forever and ever. He
covertly is contented to question the existence of suffering. Not Buddha, he
is a kindergartner bodhisattva.
Yet another encounter with his own violent and volatile creativity is referred
to in the small poem, 'That was'. Says Satish:
Turning over your
signature page, holding
your poem in nude.
What else was needed
to commit a sin of god
when you go insane.
The snare was made of
gold, glittering like panther
you hide under moon.
“signature page” seems to stand for the distinct creative mode of the poet.
And the “you” is the writing self as the whole poem reads like a dialogue
between self and soul. The poet during moments of composition
experiences - the aalam i-deewangi—the godlike insanity as he comes face
to face with his work. And then in between the creator and the creation is
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played the poetic and perpetual game of hide and seek. The moon at the fagend of the little poem is a traditional metaphor for imagination and its veils.
The “poem in nude” is finally attired. But the draper has in the meanwhile
undergone a sea-change, has become a demi-god.
Of similar mood and textures is yet another poem titled 'The Mysterious
Fire' which reads, once again, like a monologue of a poem or poesy for that
matter. As the poem progresses, it seems to give an impression of having and
identity or being an entity bereft of words. Words are simply the outward
garb and therefore diasporic. A teacher of mine once remarked that poetry
exists in the blank spaces between words. But beyond this goes the Satishian
quest of poetry re-inventing itself in the blanks between alphabets. Says the
poet:
I was a poem
Reinventing the estranged
diaspora of words.
No regrets. Eliciting
the sane suffering,
which did not bode ill.
Breaking the silence
I will reclaim the groped
virginity of stones, which
had witnessed unparalleled assault.
I was your earth
and I was your space.
You zoomed through me
like a comet, piercing my body
my bones,
my sky.
An angel paints
his body with moonlight
in blue theme.
The blanks between alphabets are an abode of suffering and pain. They are
metaphoric for little mums. They are black-holes, too. The stony silence of
these blanks has been infused with some mysterious fire which is the creative
potential and a propellant as well. It is here in such poems that the poem
itself becomes a sign or signature of the poet. The creation defines the
creator. And therefore the lines, “I was your earth/ and I was your space…”.
And finally, “An angel paints/ his body with moonlight/in blue theme.”
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Who this 'angel' may be? The poet? Or the poem? Or both ? or none?? The
mysterious fire transcends all meanings . even guesses.
Fire, too, is referred to in another poem, 'Rebirthing' in which Satish writes:
I forgive the fire
forget the light and
start embracing the dark for a bang.
The dark is a multi-layered symbol standing, thus, fear and suffering, for
Dionysian potential, for purgatorial mystery and weirdness. And the 'bang'
is the birth of poetry: a poem usually shoots forth itself with a sudden airlift
like a chopper.
Suffering and pain, so feels Satish, is not an absolute paradigm or something
without reason and rhyme. He seems too conclude that it is immediately
caused by man's anti-mask, his artificiality, his unmanliness, his pseudoism, his fake fecundity and fraud identity. In the poem, 'Who had spoiled
the show?' he says:
I'm tired of this deceit of man.
Everybody walks like a saint
on the holy banks
where flows the river of tears.
Back to the opening sentence of this article: 'poets are Pygmalions…'. Yes,
they are. But the Shavian Eliza Doolittle is a misnomer for the Satishian
Galatea.
•••
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ANURAAG SHARMA
(INDIA)
Immanence Vis A Vis Permanence: The Graphic
Art Of Sunil Darji
The other day I was sitting in a meeting as one of the members of DRC,
MDS University. It was regarding the approval of synopses of some
research scholars. The panel of experts was supposed to examine the merit
and worth of proposals. The erudite scholar heading the meeting was
basically the one who was interrogating the students on various
aspects/elements pertaining to their write-ups. But in most of the cases, his
queries were based on terms like 'hypothesis', 'research gaps' etc. and I
could feel that somewhere the great pundit had some latent biases and a
fixed mind-set to reject, without fail, each and everyone and that the poor
incumbents were unduly and unnecessarily humiliated, harassed and
demoralized.
And each time he pronounced a negative verdict, he with swelled airs of
sheer arrogance not unmixed with pseudo-intellectualism would look
around scanning other members and hoping with undue hope for
confirmation and approval of his rejection. Without mincing his words, he
would ask me, “Well, Sharmaji, the candidate does not know even the
basics of research. What do you say?... What do you understand…?” And I
swallowing my modesty and forgetting that I'd been a part of the august
gathering of true? Scholars, at once blurted out, “Yes, Sir, I understand. I
do understand one thing—that if you are not a mechanic, you have no
right to drive a scooter…”
I cannot say as to whether was cut to his size or not but the very subtle
retort was immediately followed by a deadly silence which almost
compelled me and also the expert leave the room without exchanging any
courtesies or common etiquettes!
'Well, if you are not a mechanic, you cannot drive a scooter…' I had said.
But cannot the same thing apply to watching the graphic paintings of Sunil
Darji, or, say, any other painting of any technique for that matter? Art, after
all, has a latent power to charm and a mysterious appeal for each and every
onlooker. It does not demand any knowledge on the part of the spectator
about the technique involved in its creation. One need not be a mechanic
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in order to drive (or be driven by) a scooter/painting. The only sine qua non
for an appreciation of art is sheer sensitiveness and a natural intent to reach
out to the exhibit.

between pure art and matter-of-factness, between 'this' and 'that', between
an 'either' and a 'neither'. And the 'or's' bully and dupe the onlooker. No
wonder, most of his paintings are untitled—leaving the huge margins for
the spectators to interpret them the way they like. This said, however, the
fact also remains that most of such untitled ones transcend the limits of
interpretation and become a thing to feel, to be sensitive about.

And the other day, I reached out to the graphic paintings of Sunil Darji. No
connoisseur of such art and yet may I claim in all modesty to be an art-ophile of some sort. I must say that the graphic paintings of Darji, when first I
saw them, did impress upon me the same feeling I once had had when a
collection of Keats's poems was handed over to me by my father way back in
early '80s. like the great odes of Keats, here is art which hides art (or craft for
that matter) and which certainly reveals heart. Such art tends to transcend
the bounds of illustration and seems to find its way into the Logos of
symbolism. 'A symbol stands on one leg only, the other kicks at the
stars'—so said Unteracker and so rightly indeed. Darji's graphic paintings
deal not in meanings but in implications: they move on the borderline

For instance, Sunil's painting “Transparent Days” made in
Etching/Acquatint technique is symbolic in toto. The reptiles etched out in
the painting—a lizard, a tortoise, a spider and a fish—seem to stand for
some eternal and perennial mum which is horrific and somewhat repulsive
as well. A finger raised upon closed lips with a mirrored 'Silence' bespeaks
volumes about a compulsive or self-imposed reticence which is both
transparent and covert. The little patches of clouds along with a few flowers
faintly etched out seem to juxtapose mortality and perennielity. If change
be the law of Nature, then the law in itself and by itself is eternal. And what
to say about the framed ghostly human figure blurred and dimmed into the
backdrop but centrifugal-ing his inner-ity towards frames of an all
pervading hush-hush. An arrow piercing the ears and the eyes of the human
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figure and targeting at the 'out' frames of 'Silence' suggests the very subtlety
of mediating transcendence between an 'in' and an 'out'. It is a whole
painting with layers of meanings, nay, implications and yet not a closed text.
The melancholic human figure is emblematic of a metropolitan inhabitant
caught in his self-composed, self-imposed images and at the same time
manifesting his inner agony through the reptilian mirror images which are
him, he himself. The shadows define the substance and the substance keeps
an agonized mum mixed with a self-imposed alienation.
Similarly, in yet another painting titled as “Blessings”, Darji's art seems to go
beyond illustrations and become symbolic or at least metaphoric. The

ancestral benedictions. Similarly the image of the postal ticket hints at the
remoteness of past—our ancestors and forefathers whose shadows loom
large and still affect our daily lives. The out-stretched palm almost
encompassing the one third of the space seems to canopy and protect active
life as if it being the blessing and the blessed of all-protecting Almighty.
Yet another Etching/Acquatint of Sunil Darji made in 2010—a human
face with cracks like the tangled shoots of some dried up tree with an
imposed sitting deer—all calm yet all vigilant is symbolic of the very fluxity
of human heart which has a twin tendency to be in a perpetual flux and at
the same time to be fixed, firm and final. The other half of the painting
displays a human figure carrying a huge burden of responsibilities,
impressions and worries at his back. The whole painting is symbolic of the
modern man torn and tossed between what he is and what he wishes to be.
The cracks on the human face stand for the tangled fibers of wistful wishes
and uncalled-for worries of life the 20th Century man is faced with.
I have always believed that all good art is quest, discovery and an
invention—all at the same time. And after having a chance to read the
paintings of Sunil Darji, my belief gets reconfirmed as here are the
masterpieces where the artist has quested for himself and instead has
found/discovered the very 'ifs' and 'buts' of human existence on this
planet. At the same time, he has through his creations invented an aughtto-be ideal world which at present just exists in his imagination and
visions. His oeuvre is not yet finished. The parabolic projectile is aimed at
something beyond, beyond and beyond.
•••

whole painting has layers of meanings and implications. The flying pigeon,
a human palm gestured as blessing and all protecting, an image of some old
postal ticket along with the impressions of some past and forgotten
manuscripts—all these are silhouetted against a background of mountains
and mountains. Blessings somewhere are associated with 'grace' and what
can be more graceful than the mountains which also stand for some
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AVIK CHANDA
(INDIA)
Y
The Characters
Y, a man in his late forties
HIS DOG
TRAVELLER, a man in his thirties
TEA-STALL OWNER
THE PILGRIMS

The time is now.
The curtain is raised.
Soft orange light in the foreground: afternoon melting to dusk. A tea-stall with
a thatched roof towards the left, the stage sloping upwards at the right, through
a series of steps. A few pilgrims sit around, smoking and drinking tea. The stage
slopes up a winded path along some props of trees towards a painted screen in
the background, depicting the Himalayan mountain range.
Y enters through the left, dressed in tatters - a shapeless cloak that may have
once been a coat now reduced to the texture and colour of bark; his shoes are
stubby and worn out, his face gaunt and ashen; he is accompanied by a dog of
an indeterminable breed; Y draws up a small foldable chair from the shack into
the open, seats himself and sips from a steaming cup. The dog settles at his side.
TEA-STALL OWNER: (Approaching him) That will be three rupees. (Y
looks at him in surprise, either at the amount quoted or at the prospect of being
asked to pay) Well? (sticks an open palm before his face)
Y: I... actually, (glances down, as if he suddenly realizes he's wearing neither a
watch nor a ring) to be honest, I don't seem to... (he fumbles in his tattered
pockets, withdraws an empty hand)
TEA-STALL OWNER: No money, eh! What did you buy the tea for? All
my bloody fault for serving a tramp like you! And don't tell me – you
suddenly realized you have no cash on you! Come on – don't try that old
gag with me, OK? So quit stalling and pay up!
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Y: Honestly...
TEA-STALL OWNER: (Yelling) Honest – and you! Taken a look at the
mirror lately? (he starts to swear, and a couple of the pilgrims sitting in the shack
stick out their necks, staring at Y, then starting to talk about him) Pay me in
kind, then – I don't frigging care... a chain, a ring, anything... (tugging at his
scarf) or this, maybe – this rag could make a mop... (the traveller enters
through the right; a tall man in his thirties, with a high receding forehead and
rimless spectacles, he's wearing an overcoat.)
TRAVELLER: (crossing the stage to the left) Excuse me... (walking up close to
Y, touching his sleeve)
Y: (looking up, slightly alarmed) Are you speaking to me?
TRAVELLER: Yes... well, you see I couldn't help overhearing the
conversation – or at least part of it, which offended my sense of common
decency... (he glares at the tea man who stands back with a sullen expression)
would you permit me, sir? (He takes out a note from his coat pocket, wishing to
spare any more embarrassment and quickly hands it to the tea stall owner,
dismissing him with a gesture) Well, that takes care of him! He won't bother
you anymore. (he brings another chair from the stall, places it next to Y, taking
care not to disturb the dog, which continues to lie at nearby, motionless) Hey,
Chai! (calls over his shoulder, snapping his fingers) Get me one as well.
Y: Thank you for your kindness. I don't know how I can repay you, though,
seeing that I don't have any money at all...
TRAVELLER: No problem at all... it's easy to see you're a gentleman
who's... (embarrassed pause) well, these days anyone can fall into hard times.
Y: True.
TRAVELLER: Hope I'm not intruding on your privacy... I mean, if you
don't wish to be disturbed...
Y: On the contrary, you just bought me tea. I'm very grateful.
TRAVELLER: Your face seems familiar.
Y: It's a common face.
TRAVELLER: (with a soft chuckle) Hardly. It's refined, distinguished, I'm
almost tempted to say 'well-known', except that I can't quite place it... it's
the kind of face that presides at board meetings or parliamentary
committees – or looks out under a vast bleeding sky at a defeated
battlefield... and if you'll permit me for just a moment longer to continue
my reading of your countenance, I would say that beneath the veneer of
deliberate lack of care, the stubble, the sleep-shot eyes, the sallow skin, one
can trace a certain former haughtiness.
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Y: (shaking his head) There you're wrong – haughty is one thing I've never
been. (the tea man comes back with a steaming cup, hands it to the traveller,
and goes back into the shop, shooting a dour glance at Y)
TRAVELLER: (sips his tea, closes his eyes appreciatively for a second) May one
enquire your name?
Y: A name is of no significance. It hardly shapes you as a person... it's just the
vanity and impotent aspirations of parents imposed on an infant. Don't you
think so?
TRAVELLER: Yes, but still...
Y: (reluctantly) You can call me 'Y'.
TRAVELLER: Why? Oh, you mean – Y... your initial? 'Y' as in “Yes”?
Y: Yes.
TRAVELLER: Mr. Y. (smiles) Very enigmatic. (he expects to be asked his
name, waits for it, and is mildly disappointed when the question isn't put to
him) I notice you didn't ask my name.
Y: Oh, I'm sorry... didn't mean to be rude... it's just that – it doesn't become
me.
TRAVELLER: What doesn't?
Y: Curiosity.
(Long uneasy pause; the traveller gets up, scraping back the chair – the dog starts
up, looks at the man, and then slowly ducks his head back again, apparently
dozing off; the traveller crosses across to the right, then back again, rubbing his
hands to ward off the cold, then sits down heavily again beside Y)
TRAVELLER: (inventing a new thread of conversation) That's a strange
breed you've got there.
Y: I'm sorry?
TRAVELLER: (pointing) Your dog.
Y: (looking down in wonderment, as if seeing it for the first time) He's not my
dog.
TRAVELLER: But he keeps following you around.
Y: How do you know?
TRAVELLER: I've been here all morning – I've been observing you. (pause)
Even from a distance, the eye picks you out – like a... (he suffers a moment's
panic as he searches for the correct, inoffensive phrase) the recluse with his dog.
Y: (slowly) Sometimes I feel it is I who follows him around... I walk in a
stupor, and he leads me on till the end like a... (at a loss for words)
TRAVELLER: Like a mascot.
(Pause)
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Y: (reflectively) No. More like a father...
TRAVELLER: (genuinely surprised) A father? How do you mean?
Y: Yes, that's how I've come to see it... (pause) I follow him as a dutiful but
tired son would his father.
TRAVELLER: You're tired, aren't you? (Y smiles sadly) Ah yes, the weight of
the whole world on your shoulders... yes, I know that feeling.
Y: The sins of the world.
TRAVELLER: (reflecting on it for a second) Yes, perhaps that too.
Y: That, primarily. (he smiles)
TRAVELLER: Your face is so familiar. Do I know you from somewhere?
Have we met, perhaps? Or maybe I've seen you on TV? (Y remains silent) It's
your smile that does it, you know – it brings back a flicker, an image flashing
on a giant screen... but it's just a moment's flicker – and then it is gone.
(Pause)
Y: I'm a ghost.
TRAVELLER: Same here. Join the gang. A ghost. A has-been. A Was.
Y: Was?
TRAVELLER: Yes, a 'Was'. That's how you'd describe someone whose
every particle of being is defined by what he once was.
Y: So what were you that you aren't anymore?
TRAVELLER: (hesitant) Long story, my friend... we'll get around to that in
due course. (pause) Hey, know what... I have this little something in my
pocket – we can take a few nips from it right now – what say, eh? (He takes
out a flask and pours drinks for both of them into the tea cups) there you go. I'd
forgotten about it completely – comes in handy in weather like this. (they
drink, Y coughing a little self-consciously) Strong stuff, huh? (low, civilized
laugh) Yep – this stuff takes some getting used to!
Y: It's a bit too much for me (drains his cup forcibly, grimaces) – excuse me I'm not used to this anymore... (cups his hand over the rim as the traveller
offers to pour him another drink) but thank you. I should have just stuck to
tea. (he smiles)
TRAVELLER: (finishing his drink) Well, I'm going to have another, if that's
all right with you... (fills his cup, takes a sip and turns to gaze back at the snowy
landscape in the background) in the mountains, there's just only one hazy
languid hour that really defines afternoon - and then suddenly, even before
you realize it, the dark is upon you, like a torrent. Like a curse. (the light
darkens to rich chrome) Ergo, the need for fortification. (smiles broadly,
downing the rest of his drink in a gulp and pointing at his cup; in the
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background, the pilgrims at the tea stall pay up, rise to their feet and shuffle out
of the stall, crossing the stage, exiting to the right, some carrying flowers, pots and
earthen vessels, chanting; a few moments later, the tea man closes shop, exits in
the same direction without so much as a glance at Y or the traveller)
TRAVELLER: Oho... there they go, the faithful blind...
Y: Yes, and I too should be leaving soon. (about to rise)
TRAVELLER: (reaching out to touch his sleeve) Not in the dark, surely?
Where will you go?
Y: There. (points in the direction of the mountains; the traveller laughs)
TRAVELLER: That's a good one! (rocking his head back, laughing) A
scream! (pause) But seriously, it's dangerous. Wild animals and everything.
And if they don't kill you, the cold will. (gesturing vaguely towards the
right) I've rented a room up here – a shanty, really – but it's warm and we can
heat up a stove, talk, open another bottle (soft chuckle) – and get comfortable
– what do you say, eh? (he's just downed his third cup and is starting to get
merry)
Y: No, no - really I must...
TRAVELLER: Oh, yes, yes... I quite forgot - you're off booze. Well, we can
get you some tea or something, my friend.
Y: No, I had meant to start out again in the evening. I've had my rest and my
refreshments, thanks to you. And now it is time...
TRAVELLER: The road ahead's pure perdition... nothing but litter and
dung. One little slip – and you fall, face flat in the shit! (pause) Morning's
better. March at first light. Besides, this cold...
Y: It does not bother me so much.
TRAVELLER: I'm telling you, friend – this cold... (pause) it fucking freezes
your balls...
(Pause)
Y: (smiles) Thank you again for your hospitality.
TRAVELLER: (gazing out before him, into the dark auditorium) Stay awhile.
Sit here. Talk. Think of it as a favour. (pause) Here, one has nothing to do but
talk or sit and brood – or think of how everything's been washed away like
silt... (his last words are eaten up in a mumble; he folds his arms on his knees,
buries his head and falls silent; soon, there is sobbing)
Y: (looking at him closely) Are you unwell?
(Pause)
TRAVELLER: Grievously.
(Pause)
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Y: What is it?
TRAVELLER: Only an affliction of the soul. (lifts his head and points at his
heart, giving an affected laugh) Hang around, friend. We can make an
evening of it yet. (pause) We'll never meet again. But this evening, we can
get to know each other. You can ask me anything about my life really.
Anything, man! Analyze me! Annihilate me! Tear me apart!
Y: (softly) Now why would I want to do that?
(Pause)
TRAVELLER: (singsong) Oh dear dear Mr. Y.
he won't give out his name,
he abhors the bottle,
he isn't curious either,
oh then why why why
must Mr. Y. never cry...
(Pause)
Y: Some men are made that way, I guess.
TRAVELLER: And what about the questions that have piled up inside my
head? What if I wish to know all your deep dark secrets?
Y: I have none.
TRAVELLER: Can't fool me with that one, my friend. Everyone has stuff
he won't admit even to himself. (pause) Especially to himself. (shaking his
finger at Y theatrically) Now, now remember Mr. Y.- no secrets between
drunks and friends. (pours another drink)
Y: (patiently) That's true. All right, what did you want to ask me?
TRAVELLER: Oh, there are so many questions in my mind... you're such
a mysterious character, like someone straight out of a Greek fable...
(Pause)
Y: What's your first question?
TRAVELLER: (sifting the questions in his mind) Are you a family man?
Y: I was.
TRAVELLER: 'Was'... aha! There it is again, that magic word. I knew it...
what happened?
(Pause.)
Y: (calmly) They died.
TRAVELLER: Your wife? And children? All of them? (Y nods in answer)
But tell me this - were they true to you till the end?
Y: What do you mean?
TRAVELLER: What do I mean? It's simple, man! (quite tipsy now, his
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words beginning to drawl) Did your wife love you – or was she a whore?
(Pause)
Y: (slowly) You could say she was true to me, in her own way.
TRAVELLER: (with some emotion) No reason then for you to be glum,
chum. But picture this – you come home from half way across the world,
let yourself into the house – and it's dark and empty. Empty, read me? She's
gone... (pause) and now I'm not even allowed to see my own daughter!
(Pause)
Y: I'm sorry.
TRAVELLER: And the whole house just lying there vacant, waiting for me
like a trap...the bedroom, still reeking of her odour, her warm sweat
mingled with perfume, the wardrobe empty, all the drawers cleaned out...
Y: (softly) When was this?
TRAVELLER: Nothing in the whole house but the funky stifling smell of
her...
(Pause)
Y: I'm truly...
TRAVELLER: (suddenly hysterical) Truly what? Can you even begin to
imagine what I've been through? Tell me this – how can a father be a
fucking threat to his own five-year old daughter? Huh? I mean – what dope
of a senile judge would ever believe that? Did my slut of a wife give him a
blow-job in his chambers before every session at court? What do you think
– eh? Was that the clincher? The kickass magic legal argument that swayed
the court's decision in her favour? (he flicks the cup over his shoulder – it
crashes against the tea stall) Now look at me. See what I've become. (hoarsely,
leaning forward, his hands on Y's coat) What do you see when you look at
me? Huh? Answer me!
Y: (very slowly, soothingly) A man in pain.
(Pause)
TRAVELLER: (hit hard) I... I don't know what came over me... (pause)
really, I've been most rude – do forgive me.
Y: You have nothing to apologise for.
TRAVELLER: Of course I do... and I do. Apologise, that is. I'm so sorry –
you were saying something – and I just cut you off. Please continue.
Y: I wasn't saying anything... couldn't have been anything important.
(Long Pause)
TRAVELLER: I was a banker once, did I tell you?
Y: No.
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TRAVELLER: An investment banker, to be precise. Shall I tell you about
that side of my story? The varnish-and-gleam bit?
Y: If you wish.
(Pause)
TRAVELLER: (gathering his thoughts) I was amongst the cream of my
generation. And by that, I don't mean one of those starving idealists or
poets... (pause) No Sirree – this was a new generation of pundits, armed with
confidence and sophisticated tools – the mantra was – 'we'll ride the success
wave of the economy, we'll make it big' – and make it big we did... it sounds
like boasting now, but I did make the cut. Almost the news, in fact!
Company villa, One Crore Rupee salary, the works. I had it all, you see –
success, money, a glamorous ex-model of a wife, thirteen years my junior –
and an amazing fuck – and of course, an angelic daughter. (pause) And then
something snapped. Just like that. Bang right in the middle of all this glitz,
this chandelier-lit, champagne-sparkling, money-making glory... know
what I mean?
(Pause)
Y: (softly) Was that when your wife left you?
TRAVELLER: No, that came a bit later... but still, it makes you wonder...
(pause) what does it all mean, in the end? There was this time (pause)... you
meet this woman on the plane, you talk, find out she's available and think –
what the hell... hours later, you're in her hotel room. (pause) So it's 2 A.M. or
thereabouts – and after a hasty, badly-improvised attempt at coitus, she's
slumped at the edge of the bed, bawling out through her tears while about
her screwed up life, and her ex-husband, her tits bulging out from the
nightgown, suddenly no longer so seductive, you sit in a lamp-lit armchair,
smoking one of her cigarettes, trying to salvage some vestige of dignity from
the forgettable proceedings of the night – while at that very moment, some
fat bald gold-chained prick is fingering your wife – or rather, your estranged
wife – then, when she hits the bathroom, the old pervert opens the door to
your daughter's room, stands at her bedside, stroking himself erect all over
again, while she lies asleep – and he just stands there, watching her. (pause)
And now I'm just another tramp, like you, stuck in the middle of nowhere,
getting drunk on cheap local booze. (pause) Seriously... what does it all
mean?
(Pause)
Y: I don't know.
TRAVELLER: Exactly. My thoughts exactly.
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(Pause)
Y: What will you do?
TRAVELLER: Stay here. Pray. And when that fails, study, observe, write
my back into life.
Y: Philosophy?
TRAVELLER: Hardly, I'm not that intelligent. A travelogue, most likely.
Or a novel. (pause) But in any case... to return to you... because – you were
saying something... something very important... (pause, as he tries to
remember) yes, about your wife! She died...
Y: Yes.
TRAVELLER: When did this happen?
Y: Yesterday? (he says it unsurely, like a question)
TRAVELLER: Really?
Y: Or perhaps the day before.
TRAVELLER: Don't you remember? Your own wife...
(Pause)
Y: I've not had any use for time for a while now... (pause) time or people or
money. (pause) What month are we in?
TRAVELLER: The one where the shadows of the leaves begin to drop their
jaws long.
Y: What day?
TRAVELLER: The third. (trying to bring on a sympathetic tone) How did it
happen?
Y: What?
TRAVELLER: How did she die?
Y: (softly) We were on our way up here, and while on the road, she collapsed
and lay very still. Not a cry, not a complaint. Just complete stillness. (pause)
That was it.
TRAVELLER: Heart failure?
Y: Maybe, who can tell? Or exhaustion. Or just the sheer pressure of it all.
TRAVELLER: (uncertainly) Pressure?
Y: (with a sad smile) The weight of the world on her shoulders. The sins of
the world.
TRAVELLER: (still tipsy, unsure how to react) Tell me about her. (Y remains
silent) What was she like? Was she like fire? Was she homely?
(Pause.
The light changes to an intense blue.)
Y: Homely? Yes, you could say that - depending on one imagines is evoked
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by that word. As a new bride, she was dark. Moist. Supple blue. Like the
earth after the first spell of rain. Like a river just after sunset. And her voice
floated through the trees like birdsong.
TRAVELLER: (admiringly) What a romance...
Y: That was in the beginning. Then things changed. And she lost her faith
in me. Not that I cheated on her – or anything like that. In any case, my
brothers...
TRAVELLER: Yes?
Y: (almost in a whisper) I think she may have preferred them over me.
TRAVELLER: Your wife slept with your brothers?
Y: Well, she was living with all of us, so by that logic each of us had the right
to warm her bed... (the traveller raises his eyebrows, shocked ) it's
complicated. (pause) Anyway... later, things became worse.
TRAVELLER: (confused) For whom?
Y: Between us.
TRAVELLER: What happened?
(Pause)
Y: (gazing into the distance, avoiding the traveller's eyes) They took away our
land, our property, our rights, laid their grimy hands on her, tried to rape
her...
TRAVELLER: (roused out of drunken stupor) Some men tried to gang-rape
your wife? Did I hear that right?
Y: And of course, she held me responsible for all this. (pause) Perhaps
justifiably so. Because I just stood there while this happened... impotent,
not swayed by rage, bound by nothing but my principles...
TRAVELLER: I don't understand – who tried to rape your wife?
(Pause)
Y: (slowly) My own blood.
TRAVELLER: (sitting up) What? Your own brothers?
Y: (shaking his head) No, not them. (pause) The others.
TRAVELLER: I'm not sure I follow any of this... your enemies - who were
these people, again?
(Pause)
Y: After that, everything changed, and were never the same again... (pause)
but how can one even begin to explain it? Imagine that the river dried up,
the painted sunset withered and brittled away, blackening... (pause) then
the war came, and the rivers became oceans of blood.
TRAVELLER: (incredulously) You were in the army?
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Y: One doesn't need to be a soldier to witness a battle. Or an entire war.
TRAVELLER: Which war was this?
(Pause)
Y: All wars are the same. But this one was ancient...
TRAVELLER: To return to the subject of your wife...
Y: When her son was killed in battle, she was transformed – a being so fiery
no one could look her in the eye – she became a frenzied oracle, frothing at
the mouth – she became Kali, crying for blood to drink – to bathe in, to
wash her hair in, she prayed for the day when she'd pleat her hair in ropes of
blood... (pause) no man can dare touch such a woman, let alone make love
to her... (pause) but yesterday, she looked different.
TRAVELLER: Yesterday?
Y: Or the day before. When she died. As she lay motionless on the grass, I
bent down to kiss her brow one last time – kiss her again after so long. And
for a moment, in that stillness, in death, her beauty became vulnerably
human again, in the single faint crease across her forehead, the tight line of
the lips, firm and closed, the fragrance of dew in her hair. And I realized that
I had never ceased to lover her. (pause) And I wept.
TRAVELLER: I'm sorry.... (pause) So where was she cremated? Did you
find people to help you with the funeral rites?
Y: She lay where she had died... the sky drooped and covered her. I walked
on...
TRAVELLER: What? No proper funeral?
(Pause)
Y: (slowly) The rites of departure arrange for themselves. A person dies and is
made One with his or her maker... what else is there in it? It was the same
with my brothers, when they died.
TRAVELLER: You left them as well?
Y: No, indeed it was they who left me...
(Pause)
TRAVELLER: Now you've lost me completely.
Y: Sorry, didn't mean to confuse you... I was just lost for a moment in my
own recollections.... (pause) Perhaps I should tell this part of the story anew.
TRAVELLER: That would be helpful.
Y: The last battle over, we the victors gazed upon a vast battlefield strewn
with corpses of the dead... that was a sight that struck us to the core... (pause)
even now, whenever I close my eyes, I can hear all that – the death-throes,
the cries of the mutilated, the endless flock of vultures circling low,
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swooping down, their ugly wings flapping...
(Pause)
TRAVELLER: You still have these nightmares?
Y: Even now, every step I take seems to rouse up some dead soldier, his
bones crunching underfoot, a hideous putrefying writhing form
insinuating itself under my foot... (pause) so then, I suggested that we go on
a pilgrimage. First westwards, to the desert, then east – onwards to the
south, till we reached the sea – and now here, onto our final destination.
And the others were all with me, until we reached the foot of the
mountains, but here, they started to drop away, shed their lives like leaves
in a gust of wind, first – my wife, as I told you earlier... and then, the others.
(pause) One by one, each meeting his ignominious death.
TRAVELLER: And so now you're the only one left.
Y: Yes.
TRAVELLER: And your dog.
Y: He's not my dog.
TRAVELLER: Imagine that... a whole clan wiped out like that... (pause)
you're not carrying some epidemic virus, are you? (he jests, but only slightly)
Y: Oh no...
TRAVELLER: What then?
Y: The burden... the sins of the world. (turning to gaze back at the
mountains, the peaks ghostly white in the gloom) I shall have to take your leave
now. Thank you once again. For everything. (he smiles graciously and rises to
his feet, and the dog, responding to a signal invisible to the audience, gets up; Y
starts to proceed towards the back of the stage)
TRAVELLER: There! That smile again... I'm sure I've seen it somewhere...
(he tries to stand up, staggers and flops back sloppily onto his chair) One last
question... please, I must know the answer to this.
Y: (turning around) What is it?
TRAVELLER: Who are you, really?
Y: A tramp, like you. A 'Was'.
TRAVELLER: What were you before this?
Y: A king. (he turns, back to the audience, and starts to walk up the steps in the
direction of the mountains, the dog leading the way)
Fadeout to black.
The curtain falls.
•••
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of Fatima Buharaka's poetry collection), 2012, Translation from English to
Arabic: Prayers of the Nightingale (Selected Poems of Indian Poet, Sarojini
Naidu), 2013, My Fukushima (Translation of Japanese poet Taro Aizu's
poetry collection).
Xu Chunfang, born in 1976 in Wangjiang County, Anhui Province, is a
famous poet in contemporary China. He has been a teacher and editorreporter, and now he is a civil servant and executive editor of The World Poets
Quarterly (multilingual),. His works have been carried on a variety of
newspapers and magazines, such as Chinese and Overseas Literature, Poetry
Monthly, Green Wind, Tibet Daily, and Xin'an Evening Paper, etc., and some
of his works have been included into Chinese Poetry Almanac, Annual
Excellent Chinese Essays 2014, and The Feast of Words, etc. His published
poetry collections include Song of Solomon and Carols.
Krystyna Lenkowska, poet and translator, has published eight volumes of
poetry two of which have appeared in bilingual Polish-English editions:
Keep off the Primroses, 1999, and Eve's Choice, 2005. Her poems, fragments
of prose, translations, essays, literary notes and interviews have been
published in numerous journals and anthologies in Poland, the USA,
Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, India, the Czech Republic, Lithuania,
Macedonia, Mongolia, Romania, Ukraine.
Katherine Gallagher is a widely-acclaimed poet with seven books published
as well as four chapbooks. Born in Australia, Gallagher has lived and worked
in London since 1979. She has been an active force in the community,
giving poetry readings, running workshops (for adults and children),
judging poetry competitions, and participating in poetry festivals.
Gallagher's own poetry has been translated into French, German, Hebrew,
Italian, Romanian, and Serbian.
Taarini Das is a budding poet from Delhi and currently an exchange student
in France. She is a sensitive and confident 16 year old who simply adores
animals, writing poetry and her blog.
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E.M.Lahiruni Ekanayake is an under graduate at Faculty of Law,
University of Colombo. As a law student, he is interested in examining
critical social issues and how much of impact they have on peoples' lives.
William C. Blome writes short fiction and poetry. He lives wedged between
Baltimore and Washington, DC, and he is a master's degree graduate of the
Johns Hopkins University Writing Seminars. His work has previously seen
the light of day in such fine little mags as The Alembic, Amarillo Bay, PRISM
International, Fiction Southeast, Roanoke Review, Salted Feathers and The
California Quarterly.
Glen Phillips is a West Australian writer and is an Honorary Professor of
English at Edith Cowan University, Perth and has 10 published poetry
collection of his own. His poetry has won prizes and appeared in more than
50 American, British, Italian, Thai, Singaporean, Chinese, Korean, Indian
and Australian journals and/or anthologies.
Albert Russo who has published worldwide over 85 books of poetry, fiction
and photography, in both English and French, is the recipient of many
awards, such as The New York Poetry Forum and Amelia (CA) awards, The
American Society of Writers Fiction Award, The British Diversity Short
Story Award and the Prix Colette, among others. His work has been
translated into a dozen languages on the five continents.
Charya Samarakoon At present, Charya Samarakoon is studying law at the
University of Colombo, Sri Lanka. His interests include literature,
psychology, mass media and society and feminism.
Avik Chanda is the author of two collections of poetry. His debut novel,
Anchor, was published by HarperCollins India, in 2015, to high critical
acclaim.
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